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Chapter 1
Introduction
On 10 September 2008 the greatest machine ever build by mankind finally
became operational. It took years of huge economic and engineering efforts
to complete it. A total estimated cost of 3 billion euros, the collaboration of
thousands of scientists from tens of countries and hundred of universities and
research centers, a titanic, unprecedented effort of cooperation coordinated
by the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) but finally the
famous Large Hadron Collider (LHC), started to fire protons in its 27 km
long tunnel beneath the Franco-Swiss border near Geneva, Switzerland [9].
In the following years, while becoming more and more operational, LHC
broke several records. In November 2009 it became the world’s highest-energy
particle accelerator [14]. In April 2011 became the world’s highest-luminosity
hadron accelerator [15]. And to these growing performances corresponded
an increasing set of novel data from which new discoveries emerged, like the
χb(3P ) [21] or the famous Higgs Boson observation [12], and new questions
arose. The yearly data flow has been increasing with the improvement of the
operationality: the dataset size was estimated around 13 petabytes (1015 bit)
in 2010, which would fill a stack of CDs around 14 km high, and 27 petabytes
in 2014 [35]. This humongous quantity of data will grow even more after the
planned reboot and upgrade of the facility. It has been foreseen that data
output will soar to 110 petabytes a year by the early 2020s, and, eventually,
to as much as 400 petabytes a year [41]. Even if these numbers are quite
spectacular, the importance of the numeric value becomes far less impressive
if we look at them in the perspective of our contemporary culture.
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1.1 The Information Age of Technosocial sys-
tems
According to some historians, our current historical period can be defined as
the Information Age. This period, beginning around 1970, as a distinctive
feature shows an abundant publication, consumption, and manipulation of
information, especially by computers and computer networks. In particular,
since the spreading and the overcoming of the Internet (in which, again, the
CERN had a seminal role) the volume of information exchange online has
reached formerly inconceivable levels, and it is continuously growing. The
world’s effective capacity to exchange information through two-way telecom-
munication networks was 281 petabytes of information in 1986, 471 petabytes
in 1993, 2200 petabytes in 2000, and 65000 petabytes in 2007 (this is the infor-
mational equivalent to every person exchanging 6 newspapers per day) [72].
Web services and information aggregator handle massive data flows:
• in 2009, the Google data centers process about 24 petabytes of data
per day, on average [51];
• in August 2012, Facebook’s clusters include the largest single HDFS
cluster known, with more than 100 PB physical disk space [17];
• as of January 2013, Facebook users had uploaded over 240 billion
photos, with 350 million new photos every day. For each uploaded
photo, Facebook generates and stores four images of different sizes,
which translated to a total of 960 billion images and an estimated 357
petabytes of storage [19];
• in last days of 2014, the Steam, a digital gaming service developed by
Valve, delivers over 20 petabyte per day [16].
This information flows reflect the change in our societies which have
merged with technological systems forming an unprecedented evolution in
human history. Our very DNA as a society has irreversibly muted with con-
sequences that will probably affect the whole mankind in its techno-social
globalized system. The economic crisis of 2007 may be the most famous and
historically well-studied example [11]. Another remarkable example are the
worldwide virus spreading, or the large scale riots and revolutionary waves,
like in the case of Arab Spring [10]. And those are just the most evident and
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sudden phenomena. Other processes are happening on different timescale,
like the climate change, which is slowly causing a shift in people environ-
ment perception and a consequent change in their behavior. Some process,
instead, take place on different spacial scale, like those happening in our
town which have to face new urbanization levels and all the consequent chal-
lenges. Also, languages are evolving in ways never seen before, because of
the new communication channels, influencing the way we define the world.
The way we think itself is influenced by this boosted availability of informa-
tion. And if some phenomena are generated intrinsically by the connections
possibility enhancements, others are willingly pushed by some entities, like
commercial companies or political parties, for economic or politic reason:
what are marketing and electoral campaigns if not an attempt to influence
our techno-social systems? It is needles to say that the understanding of
this techno-social system and of phenomena taking place in its various layers
acquires a crucial importance.
1.2 Information is not knowledge
An opportunity is offered by the above cited data, which represent a useful
trail left by the system in its evolution. But those data, differently from the
data generated by LHC, are not meant for understanding. LHC data are
the result of a long and complex activity of design intending to accurately
investigate specific events in a scientific way. LHC itself can be thought as one
of the acme of the scientific method, as the last step in a path centuries-long,
as the most advanced and sophisticated way we have to look at nature: the
mankind greatest experiment. In comparison, data spilling out from techno-
social system are more or less garbage. Still, this garbage has been, so far,
the main way to study the otherwise almost completely unknown system.
Looking at this garbage is undoubtably the first step in this novel path of
scientific comprehension. And if we look at it, the first characteristic arising
it is what we already pointed out: the huge quantity of information. So,
the first methodological question may be: how can we understand something
from this mess? Another impressive number, to be attached to the others
already cited, is 295 exabytes, i.e. 2.95 · 1020 bits which is the estimated
cumulative storage ability of the global techno-social system in 2007 [72]. It
is quite ironic, but never, in its history, mankind had that much information
about something so little known. Looking from wrong perspective, to deal
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with those data may seem impossible. But this incredible number is more or
less 4 order of magnitude smaller of the number of water molecule in a glass
of water. Physics developed, in its history, a vast set of intellectual tools to
deal with thermodynamic systems (like the glass of water). It is common
knowledge that the first step to find the right answer is to choose the right
question. In this case, the first main question may be about the identity
of the global meaningful quantities describing the system and its dynamics.
And physicists have proved to be good at this sort of task. And it is not
just a matter of statistics. Also modeling abilities, required to overcome the
mere description, are a characteristic typically belonging to this community.
The strategic value of physics intellectual tools applied to, but not only to,
techno-social systems give rise to a new research field often referred to as
a physics of complex systems. More in general, we can affirm that natural
science instruments can give a strong contribution, joining the historic effort
of social sciences in the unveiling of the complexity of the new challenges.
1.3 An unexpected help
Some successful example are already there in unsuspected areas. The study
of dynamics of crowd disasters made pilgrimage in La Mecca safer [29]. The
application of mathematical modeling to the spread of epidemics give a fun-
damental help in forecast and control [45]. Theoretical modeling has been
used for traffic monitoring and control in various country [18,99]. And data
mining is only a step in this scientific discovery path. The following crucial
and mandatory step is the implementation of experiments. It is way over
the purposes of this thesis, and it is probably unnecessary, the explanation
of the epistemological, before that practical, value of the experiments for a
scientific path. Experiments already have been successfully implemented in
the history of social sciences but now they can be taken to another level. In
fact, the techno-social system give us not only great occasion for data min-
ing but also new opportunities of interaction with the system itself, which
means new experimental opportunities. And exploiting the ICT tools to in-
teract with wide communities to achieve useful purpose thanks to individual
contribution is the essence of the Crowd Sourcing, an hot topic emerged in
recent years.
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1.4 Web Experiments
This methodology, in some cases referred to also as Social Computation, can
be used also for scientific purposes, and it actually has been. A notable ex-
ample is Galaxy Zoo1 [116], in which players are asked to classify astronomic
objects of galactic type, by browsing a catalogue of telescopic images. An-
other example can be reported about the 3D structure of viral enzymes that
challenged scientists for years and has been discovered thanks to the efforts
of Foldit2 players [82]. Human ability to easily solve tasks that are difficult
to solve by machines has been largely exploited for instance in labelling im-
ages, through the collaborative ESP Game [132]. In the last two example, the
idea of linking playful activities with useful outcomes has led to the paradigm
of Games With a Purpose (GWAP) [131], i.e. a way of engaging people in
games that can extract valuable information or work as a side effect of the
game. The playful rearranging of experiments, together with their appealing
graphic interfaces, has also proved to be a fundamental ingredient for web-
based experiments design, boosting user participation and data reliability.
Even if this approach is relatively young, his tremendous potential attracted
a lot of interest and a lot of other notable example are appearing all around
the scientific community. So far, anyway, these separated efforts does not
show any cumulative growth in methodologies, neither a standardization of
tools. These features are strategic focal points for this approach to express
his real potential. In other words, the next step of the evolution that take
from data mining to web experiments should take from web experiments to
web laboratories.
1.5 Thesis abstract
In this thesis the evolution of the techno-social systems analysis methods
will be reported, through the explanation of the various research experience
directly faced. The first case presented is a research based on data mining
of a dataset of words association named Human Brain Cloud: validation will
be faced and, also through a non-trivial modeling, a better understanding of
language properties will be presented. Then, a real complex system exper-
iment will be introduced: the WideNoise experiment in the context of the
1http://www.galaxyzoo.org
2http://fold.it
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EveryAware european project. The project and the experiment course will be
illustrated and data analysis will be displayed. Then the Experimental Tribe
platform for social computation will be introduced . It has been conceived
to help researchers in the implementation of web experiments, and aims also
to catalyze the cumulative growth of experimental methodologies and the
standardization of tools cited above. In the last part, three other research
experience which already took place on the Experimental Tribe platform will
be discussed in detail, from the design of the experiment to the analysis of
the results and, eventually, to the modeling of the systems involved. The
experiments are: CityRace, about the measurement of human traffic-facing
strategies; laPENSOcos´ı, aiming to unveil the political opinion structure;
AirProbe, implemented again in the EveryAware project framework, which
consisted in monitoring air quality opinion shift of a community informed
about local air pollution.
At the end, the evolution of the technosocial systems investigation meth-
ods shall emerge together with the opportunities and the threats offered by
this new scientific path.
Chapter 2
An unplanned web experiment:
Human Brain Cloud
In this chapter we introduce a dataset gathered through the massive mul-
tiplayer web-based Word Association Game known as Human Brain Cloud1
(HBC in the following). We used this dataset to investigate the directed and
weighted complex network of free word associations. For validation and fur-
ther analysis we matched HBC with two other notable datasets: the South
Florida Free Association Norms dataset [100] (SF in the following). The
network of associations exhibits quite robust properties like the small world
property, a slight assortativity and a strong asymmetry between in-degree
and out-degree distributions. A particularly interesting result concerns the
existence of a typical scale for the word association process, arguably re-
lated to specific conceptual contexts for each word. We also point out the
basic cognitive mechanisms underlying word associations when they are rep-
resented as paths in an underlying semantic network. We derive in particular
an expression describing the growth of the HBC graph and we highlight the
existence of a typical scale for the word association process.
This work will be linked to an analysis of the complex organization of
syntax in hierarchical structures, which is one of the core design features of
human language. Duality of patterning refers for instance to the organization
of the meaningful elements in a language at two distinct levels: a combinato-
rial level where meaningless forms are combined into meaningful forms and
a compositional level where meaningful forms are composed into larger lex-
1http://www.humanbraincloud.com/
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ical units. The question remains wide open regarding how such structures
could have emerged. The aim is that of addressing these two aspects in a
self-consistent way. Thus, we introduce suitable measures to quantify the
level of combinatoriality and compositionality in a language, and present a
framework to estimate these observables in human natural languages.
This chapter, beside its scientific value, provides two important proof
of concept. In first place, it is shown that tools from Physics of Complex
Systems may be successfully adopted to face social science problems, actually
helping the achieving of a deeper comprehension of human language. Also, we
also used data gathered by users through the Internet in a highly participate
(even if unintended) web-experiment, proving the reliability and the potential
of this experimental method.
2.1 A different kind of experiment
Word associations have been experimentally studied in details, especially by
linguists and cognitive scientists [44, 100]. An interesting point of view, not
yet fully explored, is to look at the ensemble of words and associations as a
complex network, where nodes are words and links are associations, and to
analyze it as such [95,122]. But previous works performed the typical analysis
of the complex networks’ framework on words association networks obtained
from scientific experiment performed by researchers in extremely controlled
environments. This makes data reliable but at a quite high cost. Typical
word association experiments involve a relatively limited number of subjects
(100 - 1,000), in controlled conditions. A word (called cue word) is presented
to the recruited subjects, who are asked to write the first related word that
come to their minds (called target word). Due to high costs in terms of
time and money, the number of cue-target associations gathered in these
classical experiments has been relatively limited, at maximum of the order
of 105 associations. This is the order of magnitude of the dataset gathered
during the most important word association experiment, the Nelson et al.
“University of South Florida Free Association Norms” database (SF) [100].
SF is the outcome of a great effort started back in 1973 and lasted almost
thirty years. It consists of 5, 000 words and 700, 000 associations.
The experimental data we analyze were obtained from the “massively
multiplayer word association game” Human Brain Cloud (HBC)2. HBC was
2Dataset courtesy of Kyle Gabler [62]
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designed as a web-based game in English language that simply proposed a cue
word to the player, asking for a target word (e.g., volcano-lava, house-roof,
dog-cat, etc.). The cue was each time taken independently and randomly
with uniform probability from an internal self-consistent set of words, con-
structed by gathering the answered target words at the end of each game
session. With respect to usual experiments, no control is performed on the
number of players, the number of cue-target associations given by each player,
etc... On the other hand, the obtained dataset is considerably larger than
that of previous experiments, and consists of approximately 600, 000 words
and 7, 000, 000 associations, gathered within a period of one year (while pre-
existing experiments involved teams of specialists for much longer periods of
time). As each player could enter whichever word or set of words, the data
contain a certain volume of inconsistent words, which have to be discarded.
After a suitable filtering procedure, which we describe in the appendix of [67],
we obtain a strongly connected directed weighted graph with almost 90, 000
words and 6, 000, 000 associations, i.e., a dataset still considerably larger than
those of previous experiments. A snapshot of a part of the HBC graph is
shown in Fig. 2.1.
2.2 Size is not everything
Even if the size reached by the HBC dataset in such a short time may sound
impressive, its scientific value is far to be demonstrated. To validate HBC
dataset and to detect possible systematic biases, we also compared some
properties of the HBC dataset with the SF dataset already introduced. Each
dataset yields a graph whose nodes are the words and whose edges correspond
to the associations between words made by the players/subjects. Moreover,
each edge is weighted by the number of times that the corresponding asso-
ciation has been made. The first result of the comparison is that almost all
(99%) the words used as cues in SF were present in HBC and 72% of the
SF associations were present in the HBC dataset. Then we consider for each
word wi the set of associations in which wi was proposed as a cue word to
players, and define the out-strength sout(wi) of the corresponding node as
the total number of associations in which wi was the cue, and the out-degree
kout(wi) as the number of distinct target words answered in response to wi.
From these definitions follow clearly those of sin(wi) and kin(wi).
Fig. 2.2 shows the distribution of in- and out-degrees in both HBC and
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Figure 2.1: Graphical representation of the word association network obtained
from the HBC dataset. Labeled nodes represent the first 5, 000 words entered in the
system while arcs represent word associations. Label colors distinguish different
parts of speech or combination of parts of speech (adjectives, nouns, verbs, nouns-
verbs, etc). Arcs’ width codes the weight of the corresponding association, i.e.,
how many people ever made that association.
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Figure 2.2: The log-binned degree distributions for the word association networks
of HBC and SF, in log-log scale. Since we are matching datasets of different sizes we
divided the degree by the average degree value. In red, the in-degree distributions
for HBC (filled circles) and for SF (empty circles). In blue, the out-degree for HBC
(filled squares) and for SF (empty squares). Both the in-degree distributions show
a power law form (a straight line in log-log) for sufficiently large k/〈k〉, i.e. for
values larger than 0.1. Both out-degree distributions have a characteristic scale,
showing a peak slightly before 1.
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SF, as a function of k/〈k〉 (where 〈k〉 is the average of the distribution).
The distribution of out-degrees is narrow, which means that the number of
distinct answers given by distinct persons to a given cue is rather limited, as
could be expected. On the other hand, the distribution of in-degrees is broad:
the number of distinct cues from which a given target can be obtained ranges
from 1 to 10 〈k〉 with 〈k〉HBCin = 〈k〉HBCout = 34, 〈k〉SFin = 36.5 and 〈k〉SFout = 6.15.
The asymmetry between the average kin and kout in SF is due to the
asymmetry in the choice of the cue words by the experimentalists. In SF
only selected words were used as cues, while many of the answered target
words were never used as cues.
Note that the difference of distributions between in- and out-degrees is not
a surprise: this kind of asymmetry has been studied also for other different
kind of complex network, such as the Web [1], the mail network [2] and the
citation networks [3].
The degree distributions of both HBC and SF exhibit very similar shapes,
except for a difference caused by the filtering procedure for small in-degrees
in HBC (words with low in-degree were scarcely used as answers, those were
considered unreliable). It is worth noticing that even though the systems
have different sizes, the out-degrees distributions show a peak at close values
of k/〈k〉, a clear indication of an intrinsic similarity of this specific kind of
networks, despite their very different origin.
In order to quantify more precisely the similarity between SF and HBC,
we computed the cosine similarity between the neighborhoods of each word.
Given a word wi which belongs to both SF and HBC, we are interested in
how much the associations in our two datasets having wi as a cue are similar.
We define lSFij (resp. l
HBC
ij ) as the number of times that the association
between wi and wj has been made in the SF (resp. HBC) dataset. The
cosine similarity between the associations made with wi in the two datasets
is then defined as:
CSi =
∑
j l
HBC
ij · lSFij√∑
j(l
HBC
ij )
2 ·∑j(lSFij )2 , (2.1)
where the sums run over all common words between the two datasets. The
cosine similarity ranges between 0, no common word is associated to wi in
SF and HBC, and 1, if all the lij are equal. The average cosine similarity
turns out to be 0.215. This number seems to be relatively low but this was
somehow to be expected since HBC is much larger than SF and it contains
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many associations not contained in SF. These associations will contribute to
the denominator of Eq. 2.1 but not to the numerator so they will lower the
similarity. In order to avoid this kind of bias, we repeated the measure only
considering those associations belonging to both datasets and we obtained
in this way an average cosine similarity of 0.851. In order to evaluate the
significance of these figures of the similarity, we performed 200 independent
reshuﬄings of the SF system’s nodes obtaining the following values: 〈CS〉 =
0.111 ± 0.001 by considering all the associations and 〈CS〉 = 0.483 ± 0.003
by considering only those associations belonging to both databases. This
result demonstrates a strong correlation between the data obtained in the SF
controlled experiment and in the web-based HBC game. This is an important
information pointing to the reliability of the HBC dataset and of the potential
of the method used to gather those data.
2.3 The word association network
Once acquired enough confidence on the reliability of the HBC dataset, let
us now deepen our analysis only focusing on HBC, as the largest available
Word Association dataset. The directed graph of HBC is composed by 88, 747
nodes and 3, 013, 125 edges in total, corresponding to 6, 097, 806 registered
associations. As we have seen in Fig. 2.2, while the in-degree distribution
follows a power-law, the out-degree distribution is peaked. We measure a
power-law in-degree distribution of HBC with an exponent β ' 1.76 smaller
than 2, which implies that the average value of the in-degree 〈kin〉 is not well
defined, diverging with the size of the system: the number of cues that can
yield a given target word as outcome has no characteristic value. On the
contrary, the out-degree shows a Gamma-like distribution peaked around
a characteristic value kout ' 28, corresponding therefore to a well-defined
characteristic number of distinct words obtained as targets for each word
inserted in the game as a cue. The distribution drops very rapidly at large
kout with a sharp cut-off around 100, indicating that the number of distinct
words that humans spontaneously associate to a given cue is quite restricted.
For a better understanding of the origin of this kout scale, we can study
the average growth of kout as a function of sout, i.e., the average number of
different target words obtained from a given cue word as a function of the
number of times the given cue was extracted for a game (see Fig. 2.3).
The inset of Fig. 2.3 shows that 〈kout〉 can be approximately described by
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Figure 2.3: Average 〈kout〉 as a function of sout (red), obtained by averaging
the kout values of all those cue words with the same sout value. The fitted curve
obtained from Eq. (2.2) is shown in black (parameters: V ' 74 and B ' 0.92).
Inset: same data in log-log scale together with a fit to a pure sub-linear power-law,
to highlight the deviation from such a law at large sout.
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a sub-linear power-law with exponent of ∼ 0.87, but a deviation from this law
is observed at large sout. The sub-linear power-law behavior is well known to
appear in the dictionary growth of texts and is known as Heaps’ law in this
framework [4]. The Heaps’ law is symptomatic of an underlying generalized
Zipf’s law [5], which in our case should appear in the marginal distribution
of the target word frequencies, given a fixed cue word. More formally, we
can say that the target word associated to a given cue is our random variable
and we expect it to be distributed as a Zipf’s Law. In other words, let us
consider a given word X and all the words that have been associated when X
has been used as cue. Some of those target words have been used just once,
while some others have been answered more frequently. If we order all those
target words from the most frequent to the rarest and plot their frequencies,
because of the Heaps’ Law observed in the inset of Fig. 2.3, we expect to
observe a decreasing Zipf’s Law-like power law. Figure 2.4 shows the average
ranks distribution for different values of sout, confirming the presence of a
Zipf’s law, which becomes better defined as sout grows.
To estimate the functional shape of kout(sout), we investigate in ?? the
impact of finite size effects combined with the above mentioned Zipf’s law.
We define B as the exponent of the rank distribution of the target to a given
cue and assume that there exists a maximum number, V , of different target
words that can be associated to a cue word. In this way we are implicitly
assuming that kout will converge asymptotically to V (possibly with a residual
logarithmic growth that we neglect here). With these hypotheses in mind we
derive an expression (see ??) for the behaviour of kout as a function of sout
that reads:
kout(sout) = V
Bs′1/Bout − s′out
B − 1 (2.2)
where:
s′out =
sout
slimout
slimout =
(V B − V )
(B − 1)
We also defined the auxiliary parameter slimout : it is the value of sout for
which kout = V .
We can use Eq. (2.2) to fit the experimental data and to check whether
our finite-size analysis holds in this case. Then, we can also deduce an
estimate for B and V . The best fit is shown in Fig. 2.3, leading to the
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Figure 2.4: For each cue word we calculated the rank distribution (RD) of its
target words. Each curve in the picture corresponds to an averaged RD plot
obtained by averaging the RD curves corresponding to cue words with the same
out-strength value. When sout is sufficiently large (i.e., we have sufficiently large
statistics) we obtain a power-law with an exponent close to (minus) unity, followed
by a flat tail.
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values B ∼ 0.92 and V ' 74. It is worth to note that, while Eq. (2.2) is
significantly different from a typical Heaps’ law, one recovers the pure Heaps’
behaviour for V  sout. In this limit, in fact one has that for small sout and
for B > 1 the behaviour of kout can be approximated by a power law with the
correct exponent 1/B. If instead B ≤ 1 the dominant term of the Eq. (2.2)
will be the linear one. This finding is consistent with the fact that the growth
may not be more than linear since it must always hold that kout ≤ sout.
It is important to remark that we cannot exclude that the actual formula
fitting the data of Fig. 2.3 contains logarithmic corrections implying that kout
would keep growing asymptotically with sout though with a logarithmic or
sub-logarithmic law. Here we are neglecting this possibility.
The value of V obtained is somewhat surprising since it implies that the
asymptotic number of different targets obtained for a given cue is indeed
several orders of magnitude smaller than the total number of words in the
system (∼ 90, 000). Hence, we find that on average, there is a limited number
of target words for a given cue, reflecting the existence of a limited semantic
context associated by humans to each word. This is in contrast with the fact
that the number of words (cues) that yield a given target does not show any
particular scale: the semantic context is thus not a “symmetric” concept in
terms of free word associations.
Other measures can help in characterizing in a more detailed way the
topology of the graph. A measure of the distances between the nodes of
the graph, i.e., the shortest path between nodes, indicates that the filtered
strongly connected component of the HBC network satisfies the “small world”
property with an average node distance of 4.0 ± 0.7. This means that with
path of around 5 edges we can reach almost every node of the graph, so that
we can easily and quickly explore it. This is not a surprise as most complex
networks have been shown to share this property [6, 7, 38].
We also analyzed the mixing patterns [8] of the HBC graph, in order
to measure the tendency of nodes with similar degree to preferably connect
to each other. The assortativity coefficient r is defined as the Pearson’s
correlation coefficient calculated between the out-degrees of the nodes linked
by an edge. If, for each edge, kc is the out-degree of the cue and kt is the
out-degree of the target, we have:
r =
〈kc · kt〉 − 〈kc〉 · 〈kt〉√
(〈k2c 〉 − 〈kc〉2) · (〈k2t 〉 − 〈kt〉2)
(2.3)
where the averages are calculated on the ensemble of edges. For the unfiltered
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data we measured r = 0.0517 while for the filtered graph we found r = 0.0644.
The value obtained for the filtered data is slightly larger but still of the same
order of magnitude of the result obtained for the unfiltered graph. Hence,
it is reasonable to neglect the correlation effects that the filtering procedure
may have introduced. We tested the significance of the r values found by
performing the same measure on an ensemble of 100 occurrences obtained by
reshuﬄing the edges in the network. We came up with (1.0± 5.8) · 10−4, i.e
three order of magnitudes lower than the corresponding value of the actual
network, confirming that the values of r obtained for the real system are
small but still significant. Furthermore, if we consider the number of times
a given cue has been associated with a given target as the weight w of that
edge, we can define the weighted average of a given function f of the generic
edge e as:
〈f〉w =
∑
ew(e) · f(e)∑
ew(e)
Using this weighted average in Eq. (2.3) we can measure, for the filtered
values, the weighted assortativity coefficient rw = 0.108, which, again, points
to a slight assortativity. We performed a set of 50 reshuﬄings to evaluate the
significance of the result, obtaining 〈rw〉 = (1.3 ± 11.9) · 10−4 which, again,
points out a small but still meaningful assortativity.
These results give us an overview of the properties of the HBC network.
Using the HBC word association network as a proxy of the way in which our
mind stores and organizes all words and related meanings, we observe that it
has indeed the properties we should expect from such a network: every word
defines a limited context; we can explore the network in a fast and efficient
way, for example to recover meanings; and the results about the graph seems
to suggest that the network is robust so that is still connected even in case
we forget some word or if we do not know it.
2.4 Introducing the phonetical level and du-
ality of patterning
In a seminal paper, Charles Hockett [73] identified duality of patterning as
one of the core design features of human language. A language exhibits du-
ality of patterning when it is organized at two distinct levels. At a first
level, meaningless forms (typically referred to as phonemes) are combined
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into meaningful units (henceforth this property will be referred to as combi-
natoriality). For example, the English forms /k/, /a/, and /t/ are combined
in different ways to obtain the three words /kat/, /akt/, and /tak/ (respec-
tively written cat, act and tack). Because the individual forms in them are
meaningless, these words have no relation in meaning in spite of being made
up of the same forms. This is a very important property, thanks to which all
of the many words of the English lexicon can be obtained by relatively simple
combinations of few dozens of phonemes. If phonemes had individual mean-
ing, this degree of compactness would be hardly possible since phonemes
would tend to proliferate in order to accomplish an holistic situation (one
phoneme per each meaning). At a second level, meaningful units (typically
referred to as morphemes) are composed into larger units, the meaning of
which is related to the individual meaning of the composing units (hence-
forth this property will be referred to as compositionality). For example, the
meaning of the word boyfriend is related to the meaning of the words boy
and friend that compose it. The compositional level includes syntax as well.
but here, for the sake of simplicity, we focus exclusively on the lexicon level.
To come up with quantitative measures we considered a set of real lan-
guage dictionaries. In order encompass the largest possible lists of words,
i.e., including proper names and morphological derivations, we focused our
attention on the list of words used by the Ubuntu spell checker. These lists
are freely available on the standard repositories of Ubuntu. We chose in
particular British English, French, German, Italian and Spanish 3. In addi-
tion to the above mentioned lexica, we considered the list of words produced
in HBC. In this case we adopted an ulterior and slightly different filtering
procedure, adopting Wordnet [96, 97] (WN in the following), a large lexical-
semantic database of English. We left out all the word that did not have
match on the WN dataset, in order to eliminate slang expression, proper
names, etc.
Our analysis of combinatoriality and compositionality has been performed
by subdividing each word of the lexicon in its phonetic components accord-
ing to the International Phonetic Association4 (IPA) coding. In order to
perform easily an automated analysis, we adopted a particular encoding of
the IPA alphabet, namely the Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic Alpha-
3Downlodable at http://www.debian.org/distrib/packages
4http://www.langsci.ucl.ac.uk/ipa
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bet5 (SAMPA), a computer-readable phonetic script using ASCII characters.
More in detail, we used eSpeak, a compact open source software speech syn-
thesizer that translates any texts in its SAMPA encoding.
First, we measured the distribution of word lengths in phonemes for the
lexica of the five languages considered as well as for the HBC’s lexicon. The
normalized histogram of word lengths is reported in Fig. 2.5 (left). For all
languages we observe fairly compatible shapes and in same range we even
see identical trends; it is worth to note that in the most important region (a
zoom of which is portrayed in the inset of Fig. 2.5) (left) all the languages
show different behavior, except for the HBC and the English language. These
similarity was somehow expected since HBC is practically a sample of the
English language and it is a supplementary proof of the HBC reliability for
our purposes.
We now define the frequency of a phoneme in a given language as the
number of words containing that phoneme normalized with the total number
of words in the lexicon of that language. It can also be roughly considered
as the probability of appearance of a given phoneme. Fig. 2.5 (right) re-
ports the frequency-rank plot of the phoneme frequencies. After rescaling
the frequencies with the size of the lexicon it is quite evident that the shape
of the distributions is roughly the same, except for the number of differ-
ent phonemes in each language corresponding to the maximal rank. The
phonemes frequency has been measured also for the HBC’s lexicon. The fig-
ure show that HBC distribution is quite similar to the English distribution.
This fact points out again the reliability of the HBC database when used to
sample the English language phonetic properties.
A complementary measure of the statistics of use of the different phonemes
in the lexicon is given by the entropy. The entropy of the elementary
phonemes distribution is defined as S = −∑fi p(fi) log(p(fi)) where fi is
the generic elementary form (phoneme) and p(fi) is the frequency of occur-
rence of fi in the whole emerging lexicon. We also introduce a measure
of combinatoriality to quantify the property of a communication system to
combine and re-use a small number of elementary forms to produce a large
number of words. Following the idea in [63], we introduce a real-valued quan-
tity ranging in the interval [0, 1] that quantifies how frequently elementary
5http://www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/home/sampa/
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Figure 2.5: Left The normalized histogram of the number of phonemes com-
posing the words of the six lexica considered. In the inset, a zoom of the
region with percentages above the 5%. Right The phoneme frequency-rank
plot for the words of the considered lexica. On the horizontal axis we report
the rank of individual phonemes and on the vertical axis the corresponding
frequency in each lexicon. Bottom Excess Master-Mind similarity of words
as a function of the average distance d of the corresponding objects on the
HBC word-association graph.
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word list M F S/Smax C
British English 98,326 77 0.8228 0.079
French 139,721 84 0.7644 0.077
German 327,314 83 0.7724 0.109
Italian 116,878 56 0.8087 0.147
Spanish 86,016 44 0.8206 0.167
HBC 78,954 76 0.8336 0.080
Table 2.1: Phoneme statistics of the different languages considered and of
HBC. M is the number of words in the list, F is the number of different
phonemes observed in the word list of each dictionary (according to the
SAMPA classification), S is the entropy calculated on the normalized fre-
quency distributions, Smax = log(F ) is the maximum value of the entropy
reached if all phonemes were equiprobable. C is the combinatoriality defined
in Eq. (2.4).
forms recur in a lexicon, according to the following expression:
C =
∑
i(m(fi)− 1)
(M − 1)F , (2.4)
where the sum runs over all the F distinct forms present in the emerged
lexicon and m(fi) is the number of distinct objects whose name includes the
form fi. The term m(fi)− 1 takes into account only the forms that are used
to name at least two objects, i.e., only the forms that are actually re-used.
M is the number words in the lexicon. Table 1 reports the results for the
values of the entropy and combinatoriality for all the lexica considered.
Let us now turn to the compositional aspects of the lexicon. The aim here
is that of establishing whether, in a specific lexicon, words of semantically
related concepts are expressed through morphologically similar words. To
this end, we need to focus on a suitable conceptual graph, i.e. a network
where the nodes are the concepts expressed by words and the connections
are semantic relations between pairs of concepts. At this point, the most
natural choice seems to consider the word-association graph produced by the
HBC experiment as a proxy of the conceptual space and we shall measure
the semantic similarity of two words in terms of their topological distance
on the graph. In addition, we need to define a measure of morphological
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similarity between words. To this end we introduce a Master-Mind-like (MM)
measure. Given two words w1 and w2, each composed of a certain number
of phonemes, the Master-Mind-like (MM) measure of phoneme similarity is
defined as follows. After the two words have been aligned, either making the
left-end or the right-end coincide, we sum 1 whenever the two words share
the same form in the same position and 0.5 for the same form in a different
position. We take the MM measure to be the maximum between the left-
end and the right-end alignment values. This MM measure conveys the idea
that meaningful forms are often included in words as suffix or prefix, and in
general in a well defined position.
To quantify compositionality, we measure the excess similarity of words
used to name related objects (at small topological distance in the graph)
when compared to the similarity of randomly chosen words. In order to do
that, we consider the average difference between the similarity between each
pair of words as a function of their distance on the HBC graph and the same
value computed in ten random cases, obtained by reshuﬄing the associations
between words and nodes in the HBC graph. Fig. 2.5 (bottom) reports the
results for HBC. Ten instantiations of the null model are sufficient since
the standard deviation of the distribution (represented with error bars in
Fig. 2.5) is negligible for all meaningful distances. The excess Master-Mind
similarity is larger for more semantically related words, i.e. for words at small
topological distance in the HBC, and it monotonically decreases with the
topological distance, being significantly different from zero up to topological
distances of the order of 3. We interpret this results as a clear signature of
compositionality in HBC and, being HBC a good proxy for English, more
generally for English. Though semantically related words are not necessarily
related in forms, an excess similarity between words used to name related
meanings do exists in natural languages and is statistically relevant.
These measures provides empirical confirmation to theoretical predictions
based on a recently introduced multi-agent modeling scheme, namely the
Blending Game [127]. This model provides a mathematical framework to
address the problem of how a population of individuals can bootstrap com-
binatoriality and compositionality. It is remarkable that the two sides of
duality of patterning emerge simultaneously as a consequence of a pure cul-
tural dynamics in a simulated environment that contains meaningful rela-
tions, provided a simple constraint on message transmission fidelity is also
considered.
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2.5 A new data source: opportunities and
threats
So far we analyzed the largest, to our knowledge, dataset of word association.
We measured the properties of the word association graph, in the same way
we would have analyzed any other complex network. And we also used the
graph to analyze language properties and to give a quantitative measure of
complex entities like compositionality and combinatoriality. The application
of Complex Systems tools to these open issues imposed to face the intellectual
challenge to build a suitable analysis framework, which enabled us to come up
with the scientific results we showed. And it is worth to note that we managed
to state our scientific results with a good degree of confidence mainly thanks
to the statistical importance of our dataset.
To implement a classical social science experiment aiming to gather the
same amount of data would have required an extraordinary effort in terms
of time, money and human resources, so from this point of view it seems
extremely convenient to use web-sourced data like the HBC data. But there
is obviously another side in this coin, and risks are growing along with the
size, the speed and the savings. We had to face some of these threats during
our work.
The first and, in the HBC case, the most important of all was the val-
idation of the dataset, which entailed an effort at several levels. As may
be expected, an open web-application gather a lot of spam, which obviously
have to be filtered out. Also, there was a significative amount of junk, or
simply misspelled, words that we needed to eliminate. The identification of
dirt in the dataset has been an absolutely non-trivial task. We may speculate
that, from a science philosophy point of view, there is only one big differ-
ence between our work and the filtering procedures of any particle physics
dataset: there is considerably smaller literature to face our challenge, so our
methodology choice were more risky. And, in the end, could not grant the
absence of bias in the dataset. That is the reason why we double checked
HBC associations with SF experiment results. That gave us the confidence
to perform our analysis. And to go further, we applied what we found to
other problems, providing new results and also achieving an ulterior indirect
validation of the data.
There is also another important aspect we neglected so far. Our source
was not intended for scientific purposes. We did not had any control at all
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on the data gathering, we just validated what we got from the HBC web-
application. The measurements are still valid, exactly how astronomy do not
lose its value because of the astronomers impossibility to interact with stars
and planet. But it is worth to stress this strong experimental limitation. And
it is worth to note that there is a simple way to get over it: the researcher
can actually plan and implement his own web-experiment. But, again, this
will comport a brand new potential and a set of new challenges that we will
discuss in the next chapter.
Chapter 3
A Real Complex Systems and
Social Computation experience:
EveryAware and WideNoise
By introducing the HBC experience we outlined the potential of the web
and its user community as a valuable data source, even if the subjects were
completely unaware of that. In fact, the whole scientific value of HBC was
unveiled a posteriori. In this part it is our intention to show how web users
may be actively involved in a well-defined experiment of social computation,
in the context of EveryAware1, a EU medium-scale focused research project.
The project was funded by the Future and Emerging Technologies program
(IST-FET) of the European Commission under the EU RD contract IST-
265432.
The issue of sustainability is now on top of the political and societal
agenda and is considered to be of extreme importance and urgency. There
is overwhelming evidence that the current organization of our economies
and societies is seriously damaging biological ecosystems and human living
conditions in the very short term, with potentially catastrophic effects in the
long term. A lot can and must be done from the technological and policy-
making perspective, for example to build passive houses, develop renewable
energy, and so on, but it is only when people become fully aware of their
actual environmental conditions and their future consequences that the much
needed change of behaviour will truly happen.
1http://www.everyaware.eu
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Public participation in environmental decision making was pushed to the
fore as a result of the 1992 Rio Declaration on Environment and Develop-
ment. However, the provision and production of environmental information,
particularly on issues such as noise pollution and air quality, rely heavily
on a ‘top-down’ approach in which public authorities collect the data and
release it to the public. There is still room to develop better mechanisms
that support citizens to not only consume but to generate their own environ-
mental information. If successful, such processes could lead to an increased
awareness and learning about current environmental issues. Furthermore,
this may serve to encourage more citizens to participate in environmental
decision making, and ultimately stimulate them to take steps to improve
their own environment based on new observation techniques.
The EveryAware project responded to this societal need by pushing the
evolution of ICT with the aim of supporting informed action at the hy-
perlocal scale, providing capabilities for environmental monitoring, data ag-
gregation, and information presentation. The goal was that of enhancing
knowledge, understanding and social awareness about environmental issues
emerging in urban habitats through the use of ICT tools deployed to gather
user-generated and user-mediated information from mobile sensing devices.
The leading idea of the EveryAware Consortium has been that gathering both
personal and community data, collected by citizens, processed with suitable
analysis tools, and represented in an appropriate format by usable commu-
nication interfaces, has the potential of triggering a bottom-up improvement
of collective social strategies.
With this aim in mind EveryAware deployed the infrastructures to sup-
port participatory sensing in an environmental framework, high-performance
data gathering and storage. The resulting EveryAware platform is highly
effective and represented the main backbone for all the EveryAware activi-
ties. The very same realization of the EveryAware infrastructure represents
a major achievement of the project since for the first time we demonstrated
a complete end-to-end infrastructure able to integrate participatory sensing,
accuracy of measurements from low-cost sensors, people engagement, mobile
and web technologies. This infrastructure has been successfully deployed in
several case studies2 devoted to Noise pollution and Air-quality. In addition
EveryAware launched the Experimental Tribe platform3, a general-purpose
2http://cs.everyaware.eu
3http://www.xtribe.eu
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platform designed for scientific gaming and social computation whose aim is
that of providing the scientific community with a tool to realize web-based
experiments by skipping all the unnecessary technical coding overhead.
While the Experimental Tribe platform and the air quality case study
will be described in the latter parts of this thesis, in this chapter, after a
brief description of the EveryAware main activities, we will focus on the
analysis of the behaviour of individuals involved in noise sensing. Citizens
have been involved in noise measuring activities through the WideNoise4
smartphone application. This application has been designed to record both
objective (noise samples) and subjective (opinions, feelings) data. The ap-
plication has been open to be used freely by anyone and has been widely
employed worldwide. In addition, several test cases have been organised in
European countries. Based on the information submitted by users, an anal-
ysis of emerging awareness and learning is performed. The data show that
changes in the way the environment is perceived after repeated usage of the
application do appear. Specifically, users learn how to recognise different
noise levels they are exposed to. Additionally, the subjective data collected
indicate an increased user involvement in time and a categorisation effect
between pleasant and less pleasant environments.
3.1 The EveryAware Project
The EveryAware project expected to contribute significantly to the social
goals of achieving greater awareness of localised, personalised environmen-
tal information through the implementation of novel infrastructures for bi-
directional communication.
Specifically, it aimed to develop the tools and the knowledge needed to
make environmental information transparent, available and easily integrated
with the perceptions of people, regarded as a first-order observable. Bridg-
ing the gap between opinions and sensor data is the single factor that can
make environmental knowledge actionable at the grassroots level. Current
approaches to the onset of sustainable practices in citizens’ environmental
behaviour have been based on top-down strategies for understanding be-
haviour [79] and have met with mixed success [78]. The participation of
citizens has traditionally been limited to opinion polls and public discussions
where people have been asked to convey their needs and their opinions to
4http://cs.everyaware.eu/event/widenoise
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panels of designated experts responsible for tackling emerging issues. The
environmental monitoring activity, the public dissemination and discussion,
and the policy making are performed in separate places and at different times,
with little transparency about how environmental issues are treated by each
actor throughout the whole process.
EveryAware project, conversely, has been based on the idea that citizens
should be involved not only as passive receivers of pre-packaged environmen-
tal information, but also as active producers of it, by means of the network-
ing possibilities allowed by mobile devices, pervasive Internet access, Web
2.0 and the mobile Web tools that support sharing and annotation of geo-
localised content. The framework envisioned in the project allows the user
to participate in all stages of environment management: by contributing to
enrich its monitoring, expressing opinions, joining a motivated community,
and eventually implementing best practices with the potential to improve
environmental conditions.
The notion of geo-localised user-generated content is of course not novel.
A number of participatory websites and Internet-based scientific projects
have been successfully deployed (see [60, 65, 76] or OpenStreet Map5 for ex-
amples and a review of the field of Volunteered Geographic Information).
However, most collaborative web-based systems have bound themselves to
merely visualise the data collected by users, without a scientific analysis of
it. In contrast, EveryAware proposed that users participate in the scientific
endeavour itself by making use of current and emerging hand-held electronic
devices incorporating significant computing power. Such devices should be
easily connected to sensing equipment and to the Internet without requiring
specific expertise from the user. In the field of environmental monitoring
and research it was, and still is, a great novelty to deal with data from a
large number of mobile, randomly distributed, “uncontrolled”, low-cost and
therefore potentially less reliable sensors carried by non-skilled individuals,
as compared to the practice of a limited number of mostly stationary and
highly controlled data collection systems based on expensive high-quality
measurement instruments. It was additionally novel to involve non-expert
users in an end-to-end process from data capture to final output. The inte-
gration of participatory sensing with the monitoring of subjective opinions
has been the key and crucial novelty of EveryAware, as it has the potential to
expose the mechanisms by which the local perception of an environmental is-
5http://tah.openstreetmap.org
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sue, corroborated by quantitative data, evolves into socially-shared opinions,
and how the latter, eventually, drive behavioural changes. In our opinion,
this approach represents a scientific and technological advance from several
points of view as explained below, and EveryAware carefully addressed all
the different research and technological challenges it implies.
3.2 Scientific and technologic challenges
In the following is reported a short overview of the main challenges faced in
the context of the EveryAware project.
3.2.1 The EveryAware platform
A key technological novelty of the EveryAware project has been the design
and the implementation of the so-called EveryAware platform that handles
both sensor and subjective data acquisition. The platform is a modular
system composed by several components: a SensorBox to gather objective
data about the environment, a smartphone controlling the data acquisition
and the user-experience, a system of data gathering, storage, analysis and
visualisation and several web-services. This approach guarantees high scal-
ability of the overall system and allows for further developments aimed at
having pluggable sensors, eventually miniaturised and integrated (e.g., wear-
able sensors). At the same time the associated software platforms allow users
to easily upload their sensor readings, and equally easily tag these with sub-
jective information. The ICT challenge here was that of making this upload
process as automatic and natural for the user as possible.
3.2.2 Community Engagement
Work dating as far back as 1969 [26] lists the possible levels of citizens’
participation, ranging from non-participation to citizen control (where bud-
gets are assigned to the citizens themselves) and more recent projects (
[24, 89, 91, 107, 111]) stress the importance of the participation process and
the impact that informed community members have on local decisions. Such
participation can improve both the science literacy of a population [108] and
offer different views of communities [119] to scientists: the real-time monitor-
ing of opinions related to empirical observations will provide environmental
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sociologists with a corpus of detailed knowledge about how environmental
conditions are perceived by a community: what issues are regarded as most
relevant? How are novel behaviours propagated? What motivates participa-
tion, engagement and behaviour change?
Motivation for users’ engagement and continuing participation in online
project such as Wikipedia http://www.wikipedia.org/ or OpenStreetMap 6
has already been extensively examined [20, 33, 104]. However, similar moti-
vations cannot necessarily be attributed to the citizen sensing participants
in the EveryAware project, which presumably requires a higher level of com-
mitment to that of a Wikipedian (who contributes 8.27 hours per week on
average [104]). Obtaining information related to encouraging initial and con-
tinued participation was therefore fundamental to the developers of systems
such as EveryAware as it can be utilised to ensure that participants are highly
motivated to engage with the project, and more importantly remain engaged
over the longer term. Novel research has been focused on two aspects of the
problem. Firstly, a number of participant recruitment techniques (such as
social networking sites, flyers, posters, e-mail campaigns) has been trialled
systematically to identify those that achieve greatest success and validate
whether similar techniques can be applied both in cross-border situations
and with groups having different interests. Secondly, still ongoing research is
identifying a list of motivations for ongoing participation once recruited, with
a particular focus on those users who remain engaged with the project over
a longer term. The results from both elements of research not only informed
all the stages of the project, but will also be of great relevance to similar
participatory projects elsewhere.
3.2.3 Processing sensor data
Specific issues emerged concerning sensor data. To illustrate this point let
us focus on air-quality sensors. Although in most epidemiological studies air
quality is commonly defined at the level of a city, recent air quality stud-
ies have highlighted that significant differences in pollutant concentrations,
and in related health effects, can occur over the day and between different
locations [32, 81, 98, 135]. The measurement of air quality at a high spatial
and temporal resolution can yield a tremendous advance in the characteriza-
tion of the pollutants’ urban concentration variability. Measuring mobility
6http://www.openstreetmap.org/
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and activity patterns allows researchers to gauge the real-world exposure of
citizens, and in turn the overall effect on the health of urban communities.
The use of networks of available low-cost sensors will enlarge the data
coverage. In the past, the adoption of low-cost sensors for ambient air qual-
ity monitoring has always been constrained by lack of accuracy, selectiv-
ity and reliability [39]. However, new sensing technologies (arising from
additional developments in the fields of semiconductors, nanotechnologies
and fibre optics amongst others), will bring the detection limits of commer-
cial sensors to the part-per-billion range needed for air quality monitoring.
At the same time selectivity increases [36, 56, 88, 129]. Thanks to the in-
tegration of cheap sensors in sensor networks, increased data availability,
network intelligence and advanced data mining techniques, limited accu-
racy and reliability can further be countered [83, 90, 128] (see also IDEA
project http://www.idea-project.be).
Several research projects have developed or are developing low-cost portable
air quality sensing tools based on commercially available sensors [25, 55, 74,
77,92,98,130] (see also the Cambridge Mobile Urban Sensing (CamMobSens)
http://www.escience.cam.ac.uk/mobiledata/). However, when EveryAware
started none of those efforts had reported extensive field trials or reported
full-scale validation exercises. Specific technical challenges have also to be
tackled such as the precision of GPS in densely built urban environments [98].
3.2.4 Combining sensor and subjective data
One of the main novelties of EveryAware has been the strong effort towards
an integration of sensor and subjective data in order to provide insights
about the social perception of the state of the environment (see also below).
A quantitative analysis of the gap between perceived and measured environ-
ment had never been attempted in a systematic way. Both kinds of data are
affected by the procedures to gather them as well by intrinsic biases, both
in space and in time. This raised new issues of data validation, calibration,
interpretation and representativeness, that had to be tackled in a creative
way and embedded in digital data processing procedures in an, as much as
possible, autonomous, learning way.
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3.2.5 Citizen science
An important challenge concerns the development of and examination of the
use of web-based tools through which (groups of) interested lay people and
scientific experts can interact directly, discuss provisional results of data col-
lection and mutually enrich both the data itself and the interpretation of the
data. Here the actual challenge was the presentation of complex scientific
analysis in a user-friendly manner to non-specialists. From this point of view
the project paid a special attention to ICT challenges that include: (i) the
usability of the interface design so that users can easily find the desired infor-
mation (at the individual level or aggregated); (ii) the appropriateness of the
actual displaying methods: how to present results so that non-specialist users
understand both the analysis undertaken and the outcomes? Will access to
this information help users feel rewarded and part of a community, encourag-
ing further participation? Thus the overall novelty of this component of the
project has the development of a user-friendly manner to present complex
scientific analysis (both the methods and the results) to non-specialists.
3.2.6 Opinion and Behaviour Change
The direct involvement of the users in the research as described above leads
to the potential discovery of emerging behavioural patterns, as well as to an
assessment of the impact of new technological solutions at the socio-economic
level. Despite these benefits, none of the existing studies [24, 25, 55, 74, 77,
90,92,98,107] using citizen sensors specifically evaluate individual behaviour
change in any way, although Honicky et al. and Milton and Steed [74, 98]
raise this as an issue to be investigated.
This issue is closely linked with the concept of participant motivation
described above - will a participant sufficiently engaged with the project
also modify his or her behaviour as a result of the personalised informa-
tion presented? Lawrence [86] notes that the link between engagement and
behaviour change is not yet fully established in the context of environmen-
tal change and climate change discourse. Although other studies using di-
verse sources of data have identified the usefulness of such individualised
information ( [50, 107]), many of the citizen sensor studies are still at pilot
stage [74,98] and do not state behavioural investigation as one of their direct
aims.
In general, the dynamic processes underlying the formation and the evo-
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lution of opinions, uses and behaviours have rarely been investigated in ex-
perimental settings and almost never coupled to the exposure of users to
suitably detected and processed relevant information. Influencing behaviour
change is notoriously difficult due to the complexity and variety of factors
that affect behaviour [79], and a number of alternative models have been
proposed. ”Expectancy-value” theories group together models where choice
is motivated by the expectations we have about the consequences of our be-
haviour and the values we attach to those decisions [79] (for example the
rational choice model). Staged models (Prochaska and DiClemente (1986)
and Lee and Owen (1985) in [120]) include the fact that understanding and
assimilation of the consequences of an action may be incomplete, that infor-
mation may relate to events in the future (e.g. the possibility of developing
lung cancer) and that a distinct cognitive effort is required to modify be-
haviour [79]. The basis of all behaviour models, however, is the assumption
that knowledge and awareness of an issue or a problem are key requirements
for a behavioural change. However, very few studies have been undertaken
on changes in individual behaviour due to the provision of individual-specific
information.
A theoretical contribution to the understanding of opinion and behaviour
change came from recent studies performed in the opinion dynamics field [40].
Such interdisciplinary area focuses on the modelisation of opinion spreading
in large social networks, with a heavy use of mathematical tools and methods
borrowed from statistical physics. Many models have been developed in
the literature to explain how social systems develop a consensus on a given
issue (e.g., on political votes), or which social interaction favours the co-
existence of multiple opinions in a community [84, 124]. However, empirical
bases behind such models are still scarce, in particular for what concerns the
opinion dynamics, which requires the monitoring of a social system during
time. Although some of the partners of the project had already explored these
problems in recent works, focussing on the emergence of semantic agreement
in social networks [125], crucial issues such as the study and the modelisation
of the resistance to opinion shift are still a largely unexplored field. The
EveryAware project contributed to provide the empirical, computational and
theoretical base for an advance in such line of research.
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3.3 The WideNoise Case Study
In this section, we introduce one of the main Case Study implemented in
the context of the EveryAware project: the WideNoise participatory sens-
ing campaign [31]. This is a smartphone application developed within the
EveryAware project, which was designed not merely as a measurement tool
for its users, but also as a means to monitor opinions on the environment
and noise, in a way as transparent to the user as possible. Hence the ap-
plication has several features that allow for subjective/personal data to be
acquired. Using these data, an analysis of user behaviour/opinions that may
emerge after usage of WideNoise was performed. Changes in behavior are
indeed visible after a user performs several measurements, which is a strong
indication of increased awareness and learning.
3.3.1 People VS the noise: state of art
Noise pollution is a problem in cities across the world and is one that is likely
to affect an increasing number of people with the majority of the global pop-
ulation now living in urban areas [136]. In Europe, this has been recognised
and abatement measures have been introduced in many countries. However,
noise pollution, in particular, is an environmental problem that relies heavily
on ‘top down’ approaches, both in terms of communicating the issue, through
instruments such as strategic noise maps, but also in the methods used to
gather data. For example, strategic noise mapping became a requirement of
all Member States under the EU’s European Noise Directive (ENDS). The
maps are used to estimate population exposure to noise in certain areas, to
communicate to the public and as a basis for action plans [46].
Exposure to noise is not merely a case of annoyance. Researchers have
provided a growing body of evidence that suggests that long-term exposure
to noise constitutes a health risk hazard and can modify social behaviour,
cause annoyance [106], increase the risk of cardiovascular diseases [28] and
adversely affect levels of attentiveness and the ability to read in children [68].
The World Health Organisation (WHO) estimated that at least one million
healthy life years are lost every year from traffic-related noise in the western
part of Europe [61].
New participatory sensing applications that exploit information and com-
munication technologies (ICT) are providing novel approaches to environ-
mental monitoring. Simultaneously, they present an opportunity to widen
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citizen engagement and participation in local, regional and global environ-
mental issues. This has been enabled, in part, by the relative affordability
and growth in the number of smartphones in use, now estimated to have
breached the 1 billion mark [23]. Miniaturisation of embedded sensors in
these devices, such as a microphone, camera, accelerometer, and GPS re-
ceiver, combined with the increasing computation power, network connec-
tivity and data plans has resulted in an increasing number of smartphone
Apps (short for applications) designed for a range of participatory sensing
opportunities.
Participatory sensing, also referred to as urban sensing, involves enabling
individuals, groups and communities to gather, document, view, share, and
in some cases analyse local observations and data about their surrounding
environment. Not all participatory sensing relies on mobile technologies. For
example, [69] comment on the use of low cost noise monitors in a citizen
science project in which two communities collected noise data: one in relation
to noise nuisance being generated by a local scrap yard and the other, in an
objection to an airport expansion plan. However, the use of smartphones
as sensory devices, either passively or actively, increases the ability to scale
such activities. Cuff et al. [49] highlight a range of applications in which
citizens can be engaged in mobile sensing, predicting a growth in the field
and in the numbers of ways in which it will be applied.
The power of the ‘crowd’ has been recognised as an effective way of gen-
erating observations, which might otherwise be difficult to obtain, due to
spatial and temporal limitations. This is particularly relevant in fields where
traditional sensing relies either on a distributed network of expensive sta-
tionary monitoring devices across a target area of interest, or where sensors
require physical placement for a specific deployment, or in cases where nu-
merical simulations are needed. Cost and data coverage are key factors. The
spatial distribution of static monitoring devices and the associated costs of
hiring trained specialists to take measurements and process data reduce the
amount of real-world measurements that can be taken.
Noise provides a good example for this problem, and is one of the envi-
ronmental domains in which computer simulation models are used to predict
noise exposure from various sources such as different modes of transportation
in a given area. Measurements are often used to validate the results. How-
ever, observations and data provided through participatory sensing activities
could provide added value to existing data sources.
Applications such as NoiseWatch in which the phone’s microphone is used
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to determine the level of sounds it detects, which is then displayed in deci-
bels (dB), have begun to emerge [57]. An earlier example is NoiseTube,
which adopts a passive approach to noise monitoring. The App constantly
collects environmental sound, in second-long samples, provided that the ap-
plication is left running [93]. An additional feature allows users to annotate
and tag measurements. The Noise Nuisance App, created by a group of
environmental health professionals, provides a country specific design that is
tailored to tackle noise nuisance in the UK. It provides users with relevant
email addresses of every local authority noise investigation team which is
programmed into the App, information on statutory noise, and alternative
action measures that can be adopted. Users can record audio samples, make
an entry into a diary each time the noise affects them and report these to
their environmental health department or housing association officer [102].
All these applications are providing the tools to record the noise, with
some attempting to overcome the technical limitations of smartphone and
produce more accurate measurements. Other than a preliminary analysis
of tagging patterns in the NoiseTube community [121], the authors are not
aware of any studies that have provided empirical data that explores user
behaviour/opinion patterns over time. More specifically, that points to the
change of user opinions/awareness of perceived noise levels that may occur
with an increase in use of such applications.
3.3.2 The WideNoise app and platform
WideNoise is a mobile application for recording, monitoring and analysing
noise pollution. The application is intended to run on mobile devices and
more specifically on Android7 and iOS8 platforms. It was originally devel-
oped by WideTag9 and then was enhanced by the EveryAware team, who
has improved and expanded the data recorded from the mobile device by
adding new features. The mobile application sends anonymous data to an
application server capable, through RESTful web services, of collecting the
acquired data and showing the corresponding information on a map. Both
sensor data and subjective perceptions are required to create a full sound re-
port, so that the application consists of two main parts: the noise sampling
7http://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=eu.everyaware.widenoise.
android
8http://itunes.apple.com/app/id657693514
9http://www.widetag.com/
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component and the perception tagging.
The noise measurement part gives users the possibility to take a noise
sample through the smartphone microphone. When the recording starts, the
user is asked to guess the noise level through a slide bar where a decibel
scale is mapped. The user has also the possibility of extending the default
sampling time. In this way, while the user gets more time to make the guess,
the app will perform a longer measurement. After the recording phase, the
noise level expressed in decibels (dB), is shown and compared to the level
estimated by the user. The sound level is associated with an iconographic
representation that allows the user to better understand the decibel value,
by using seven intuitive noise sources: falling feather, sleeping cat, tv show,
car engine, dragster, t-rex and rock concert (Figure 3.1(a)).
After the noise recording/guessing stage, the users are asked to express
their own feelings about their current environment. They can provide a score
by moving four different sliders associated to as many feelings and categories:
love/hate, calm/hectic, alone/social, nature/man-made (Figure 3.1(b)). The
users can also associate free text tags to the noise. Once the tags are applied,
all the information collected by the application is sent to the web applica-
tion server as soon as a working data connection is available (Figure 3.1(c)).
WideNoise allows users to view a community map displaying the average
noise level at nearby locations, by relying on the statistical elaboration pro-
vided by the server (Figure 3.1(d)). As an integration with social networks,
users can also share their own recordings via Twitter and Facebook.
3.3.3 Participation
An obvious key integral component to any participatory sensing activity is
the participants (and users). The EveryAware project has stated a clear goal
to enable public participation in sensing activities and as such, face-to-face
and virtual communication was adopted to recruit participants for the initial
test cases. Three public test cases were initiated covering the period from
February, 2012 to May 28th 2013. The first occurred during the Citizen
CyberScience conference in London, which ran over a period of three days.
Around 170 delegates were encouraged to download the WideNoise App and
to take measurements in the conference facilities and in the surrounding area.
The second test case focused on engaging communities surrounding London
Heathrow Airport and was kicked-off by a launch event in the Isleworth
community on the 19th of June 2012. In 2013, the test case was extended to
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(a) Noise sample screen. (b) Perception screen.
(c) Tag screen. (d) Map screen.
Figure 3.1: WideNoise Plus mobile application.
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the community of Windsor, with WideNoise adopted by the local authorities
and a training session organised by our team on the 23rd of April. The
third test case involved a one-day event held at a bookshop in Rome (9th
June, 2012). Visitors to the bookshop were encouraged to capture noise
measurements from the surrounding streets and these were visualised in real
time on a large screen inside the store. Additionally, an internal test case
was also organised in Antwerp, Belgium, on the 10th of July 2012, where
members of the EveryAware team performed measurements in the city centre
area. Also, a workshop with architecture students was held in Birmingham
on the 5th of October 2012.
For the Citizen CyberScience conference an email was sent to all the
delegates prior to the start of the conference. Email reminders were also
sent every morning over the course of the three days. In addition, a short
presentation was given by one of the EveryAware team members on the first
day inviting people to participate. Custom business cards with links to the
WideNoise application were handed out to all the delegates and project team
members were on-hand to answer questions.
In order to recruit communities surrounding London Heathrow we adopted
a ‘hands on’ approach, as well as a ‘virtual’ approach. Virtual recruitment
included banner ads on hyper-local websites in addition to posting on Twitter
and Facebook. Articles were published in several local papers and the project
received coverage on BBC London news and local radio. Hand-distributed
flyers were circulated and posters were placed in shop windows. The mailing
list of an anti-airport expansion campaign organisation was used to inform
people about the project. An official launch was held in a local community
centre that was attended by local residents, a local councillor and members
of the campaign group.
The third test case in Rome was promoted via Twitter, Facebook and
other online web sources, as well as having a dedicated website10. It was also
advertised in print media throughout the locality in the days before the event
in order to attract participants from the neighbourhood. Several posters and
flyers were placed in areas commonly frequented by local residents.
10in italian: http://www.everyaware.eu/segiochifaiscienza/
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3.3.4 The WideNoise Dataset
In this section we will give a general description of the amount of data,
participation patterns and coverage. The data considered for analysis have
been collected up to June 7th 2013 at 3AM. These consist of 41478 sound
level measurements made by 13962 unique devices.
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Figure 3.2: Measurements per day. Number of measurements collected
each day from Dec. 8th 2011 till Jun. 6th 2013. The labels correspond to: (1)
case study in Rome (9th June 2012); (2) launch of the Heathrow activities
(19th June 2012); (3) Antwerp test case (10th July 2012); (4) Birmingham
workshop (5th October 2012); (5) article in German regional newspaper (pub-
lished 29th April 2013, activity peak on the 30th of April 2013). In the inset
an enlarged view of event 5 is showed. The decay of user participation is
consistent with a power-law of exponent −4
3
(red curve).
Figure 3.2 shows the number of measurements collected each day since
December 2011. The higher spikes correspond to case studies or public ad-
vertising of our application. For instance, the first two spikes marked 1 and
2 correspond to the test case in Rome (9th June 2012) and to the launch
of the Heathrow activities (19th June 2012) respectively. Another activity
peak can be observed on the 10th of July, marked as 3, corresponding to
the Antwerp test case, while the peak number 4 on the 5th of October 2012
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corresponds to the workshop organised in Birmingham. The activity in 2013
is boosted by the publication of an article in a German regional newspaper
on the 29th of April that triggered a substantial measuring activity all over
Germany, generating also a large peak on the 30th of April, labeled with
number 5. Given that this last activity spike was not produced by an organ-
ised test case, it is interesting to study the trend around it in detail. The
inset in Figure 3.2 shows a possible power-law decay with exponent around
-4/3 of the number of measurements in time. This means that the general
interest is dropping fast, however several users maintain their activity for
a longer time. Such power-law decay of human activities has been already
reported for the occurrences of words related to special events in Japanese
blogs [115]. In their case the power-law decay of extreme events broadcast
by media (eg. Tsunami) was estimated with an exponent of −1.09 ± 0.45.
Moreover, the power-law behavior we find, seems to be well described by the
exogenous subcritical process described in Ref. [48].
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Figure 3.3: Measurements versus devices. Scatter plot of the number of
measurements collected each day compared to the number of active devices at
that day. The dark green symbols correspond to the most important spikes
shown also in Figure 3.2. The green and blue lines are guides for the eye
and correspond to the case of one measure per device and two measures per
device respectively.
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For more details on how these activities were generated, Figure 3.3 shows
the number of contributing devices for each day, compared to the number of
measurements. The points corresponding to the peaks observed in Figure 3.2
are clearly marked. In general, there appears to be a linear dependence be-
tween the number of devices per day and their corresponding measurements.
The peaks corresponding to the Heathrow start of activity (marked 2) and
the newspaper article (marked 5) fit within the linear dependence, due to
the involvement of a larger amount of citizens in the measurements. Each
device performs less than 2 measurements per day on average. Other test
cases, such as the internal one in Antwerp, the one in Rome or the workshop
in Birmingham (1, 3 and 4), did not attract as many users. However a large
amount of measurements have still been obtained, shown by the deviation of
the corresponding points from the larger mass of measurements. Here, each
device performs much more measurements than in the previous case.
Thus, when analysing the days with higher number of measurements, we
can distinguish between two types of activity trends: (i) large amounts of
data generated by a small set of motivated users (peaks 1, 3 and 4) and (ii)
large amounts of data generated by a correspondingly larger user base (peaks
2 and 5). The difference between the two types of behaviour can depend on
several factors. For (i) the activities were goal-oriented and lasted for only
one day. Users were asked to make an effort on the day with no incentives,
except for the case study in Rome where the first three users with most
measures were rewarded with a low value book gift voucher. This explains
the large one-day activity per person. However, for the Heathrow case study
as well as for the newspaper article, activities were not limited to a single
day. Users did not have to concentrate all their measurements in a few hours,
but were free to take samples over a longer period. It appears from the data
that the natural average density for a single user is of two measurements per
day. Additionally, the two types of activity trends were caused by different
incentives. The activities in the first category were dedicated to covering as
much area as possible and obtain a map of the daily noise. In the newspaper
case, on the other hand, no incentive was given. Users were just measuring
interesting noise levels. This is an event-based scenario that seems to favour
a dilution of the measurements over multiple days.
General user activity patterns have been also studied. Figure 3.4 dis-
plays the distribution of the number of measurements submitted by indi-
vidual users. This appears to be consistent with a power-law, with a large
number of users submitting a small amount of measurements and, conversely,
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Figure 3.4: User activity distribution. Power-law compatible distribution
of the number of measurements performed by each user. The red dashed line
corresponds to a powerlaw of exponent -2.5 .
a small number of users performing a very large amount of measurements.
This behaviour is the footprint of social activity, with the power-law distri-
bution appearing in many other settings, for instance social network activity
measures [64]. Hence the WideNoise user activity fits very well in the general
known patterns of human behaviour.
While noise measurements can be performed with static monitors or by
official agencies, distributed mapping of noise has the advantage of yielding
a wider coverage in time and/or space. The data collected by WideNoise
users come from across the world, with some areas better represented and
covered than others. The general pattern is visualised in Figure 3.5. Europe
and Asia emerge as the most active areas. While the large amount of data
for Europe is understandable, since it is the area where all the test cases
have been organised, the Asian activity stands out as emerging without any
intervention from the researchers’ side.
In order to assess awareness and learning, the subjective data submitted
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Figure 3.5: Overall heatmap. Worldwide sample density, including all
measurements, illustrated as a heatmap.
by users are very important. However, not all measurements contain the
additional data (tags, perception annotation).
3.3.5 Awareness arising
By means of the subjective data collected during measurements, an analysis
of user awareness will be presented in the following. The interest is in assess-
ing whether usage of the application leads to any change in behaviour, and
whether this change indicates an increase in awareness of environmental noise
and its effects. For this study, only data collected by users not belonging to
the EveryAware consortium is considered (38267 measurements).
A first analysis of awareness/learning involves studying the decibel values
estimated by users, in comparison with the measured values. Figure 3.6
displays the estimated vs real noise level, with light-coloured small points
corresponding to early measurements by a single user, while dark large points
corresponding to later measurements. Hence, the size and darkness of points
displays user expertise. The figure shows larger darker points closer to the
diagonal compared to lighter ones, which means that the estimation is closer
to the measured value for later measurements. This indicates that during
repeated usage of the application the ability of users to guess the noise level
around them increases, hence the user learns in time.
To emphasise this point, Figure 3.7 shows the difference between the esti-
mated and the real noise level as the users repeatedly perform measurements.
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Figure 3.6: Estimated versus measured noise. Each point corresponds
to one measurement, while both the colour scale light to dark grey and the
point size represent the user expertise (small to large amount of previous
measurements).
Averages and standard deviations are also displayed. This shows that as the
expertise increases (number of measurements by the same user - horizontal
axis), the errors become closer to zero and deviations from the mean decrease.
A different indicator of user involvement and hence awareness is the
amount of tags submitted by users. An increase in repeated application usage
would indicate increased involvement in data collection and hence increased
awareness. Figure 3.8 displays the average number of tags per measurement,
considering all measurements submitted to the platform, for increasing level
of expertise (measurement number). At the same time, the number of users
who have passed a certain expertise level is displayed. This shows that as
the users perform more measurements, although the number of users here
decreases, the average number of tags per measurement tends to increase.
This demonstrates an increase in user involvement and dedication to the
task, hence in the level of awareness.
A further analysis aims to compare the subjective perceptions (Love-
Hate, Calm-Hectic, Nature-Man Made, Alone-Social) of the users with the
measured noise levels. Out of all measurements performed, 12129 contain
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Figure 3.7: Estimation error. Difference between estimated and real dB
value vs the number of measurements a user has performed.
perception data. Figure 3.9, shows how these perceptions depend on the
measured noise levels. As expected, the perception values increase with noise.
This means that, in general, users ‘Love’ quiet places, finding them a ‘Calm’
environment, while they ‘Hate’ loud ones finding them ‘Hectic’. At the same
time, high levels of noise are in general associated with Man-Made and Social
environments.
To analyse the change in opinion as the user is exposed to the informa-
tion from the application, i.e. the real noise level, Figure 3.9 includes two
curves. One shows average perception levels for the first 5 measurements
of every user, as a function of noise, while the other shows perceptions for
measurements performed after some expertise has been gathered, i.e. more
than 50 measurements. The two curves show a different behaviour for novice
and expert users, for all perception types except for the Alone-Social eval-
uation. Specifically, noisy environments are perceived as less pleasant and
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Figure 3.8: Tagged measurements for different expertise levels. The
cumulative number of users submitting at least n measurements is displayed
in blue (left axis legend), while the red points represent the average number
of tags used in the n-th users’ measurement (right axis legend).
more artificial as the users become more experienced, while quiet environ-
ments as more natural and lovable. A switch between the two possibilities is
observed around 55-60 dB, for all three types of perceptions, indicating this
as a threshold where noise becomes bothersome. This shows that indeed,
exposure to information from the noise application does influence the way in
which users perceive the environment. Experienced users have a more strin-
gent evaluation of their environment, and stronger opinions about how much
they love or hate the noise levels around. A categorisation of the noise lev-
els appears to emerge, with plateaus visible for high and low levels of noise,
when considering data from experienced users.
Although it cannot be excluded that experienced users might push the
sliders to the extreme right or left edges so to minimize the cognitive effort
inherent in judging the quality of noise, the voluntary act of modifying the
slider position, by setting it away from the neutral central position, indicates
the willingness in conveying a useful information. In that case, we would
interprete the pushing of the sliders to the extremes as a conscious act of
categorization of experienced users who got more confident with the App.
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Figure 3.9: Perception evaluation versus the measured noise level.
The red lines display the average evaluation over the first five measurements
of all users; the green lines correspond to the average evaluation over the set
of all measures taken by users starting from the 50th one.
As for the nature-man made indicator, we note that the typical user of
our App lives in an urban environment, so that there are fewer samples
collected in a natural environment and the error bars associated with the
measures are consequently larger, possibly hiding the categorization effect
seen in the other indicators at low dB values. The social aspect, however,
does not change with repeated usage of the application, since knowing the
noise levels does not affect the user’s perception of how many individuals
there are around. This explains why there is no definite difference between
the two curves in Figure 3.9, lower right pane.
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3.4 Why and how to build a web experiment
In this chapter the EveryAware project has been introduced. Other ac-
tivities and results of the project will be described later. In this section,
in particular, we focused on how the project provided the framework and
the motivations for the implementation of a Social Computation experiment
in a Real Complex System. The WideNoise participatory sensing experience
helped to explain the issues to be faced when the aim is the exploit the power
of the crowd, like in the HBC case presented in the previous section. The
main difference is the scientific context and intention. With a clear research
path in mind, we conducted this experiment gathering the data needed to
analyze the emergence of the awareness, in the case of the noise pollution.
For data collection, a mobile application has been developed and designed
to gather objective noise data, while at the same time enabling users to con-
tribute subjective data. To study awareness and learning, several indicators
have been derived from the objective versus subjective data submitted by
users, leading to the main findings we described so far:
• Guessed levels of noise, compared to the measured ones, indicate that
users learn to estimate the noise level after repeated usage of the ap-
plication.
• Perception rating is shown to change in time, as users perform more
measurements. Hence noisy environments are qualified as more hectic
and less lovable by experienced users, compared to novices.
• An increase in the fraction of tags submitted by users was observed as
these became more experienced. This suggests an increase in involve-
ment and dedication with time. Together with the change in percep-
tion, this indicated an increase in awareness after repeated usage of the
WideNoise application.
This is the first study where a throughout parallel investigation of objec-
tive and subjective data has been performed, hopefully boosting an increase
in awareness toward environmental issues.
Although initial signs of learning and increased awareness have been found
already at this level, the usage of the application and evaluation of indicators
such as those presented here will be continued in the future. Additionally, an
in depth study of several data components is envisioned for future work, such
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as a semantic analysis of tags, which could give further important insight into
both the motivation and opinion of users about their environment.
Beside the scientific findings, the WideNoise experience provide a clear
evidence of the results achievable when exploiting the power of the crowd and
of the ICT tools. At this point, a methodological question may emerge: what
if after this experience we were going to implement a new web experiment?
Then all the challenges faced in the WideNoise case should be faced again.
For example, we should set up a new software platform, and we should start
over the recruiting. But, since we solved that problems once, perhaps there
could be a way to not solve them again. In other words, since the web, with
its overlaid social structures, is becoming our lab, perhaps we should re-think
our approach to web experiment, trying to find a more systematic way. And
this is what we will try to do in the next chapter.
Chapter 4
An Experimental Web
Framework: XTribe
So far we reported about two experience of use of the Internet as a mean
to gather valuable and peculiar data: Human Brain Cloud and Widenoise.
It is worth to note, once again, that the creation of equivalent dataset with
traditional techniques would have been far more difficult, if not impossible.
But even if the analysis and the results achieved with the data gathered
are original, to our knowledge, the methodology is not innovative. There
are several example of projects trying to adopt the crowdsourcing trough
ICT tools in order to get scientific results [59, 82, 87, 131]. We will shortly
present the state of art in the following section. Many of these initiatives
represent successful experience and achieved important results. Yet, they
remain isolated exploits without any cumulative growth or improvement of
the methodology and of the tools.
In this chapter we present Experimental Tribe (XTribe in short), a novel
general purpose web-based platform for web experiment based on social com-
putation. Ready to use and already operational, XTribe aims at drastically
reducing the effort required to develop and run web experiments. XTribe has
been designed to speed up the implementation of those general aspects of web
experiments that are independent of the specific experiment content. For ex-
ample, XTribe takes care of user management by handling their registration
and profiles and in case of multi-player games, it provides the necessary user
grouping functionalities. XTribe also provides communication facilities to
easily achieve both bidirectional and asynchronous communication. From
a practical point of view, researchers are left with the only task of design-
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ing and implementing the game interface and logic of their experiment, on
which they maintain full control. Moreover, XTribe acts as a repository of
different scientific experiments, thus realizing a sort of showcase that stim-
ulates users’ curiosity, enhances their participation, and helps researchers in
recruiting volunteers.
4.1 Web experiments: state of art
The Web is thus entangling in an unpredictable way cognitive, social and
technological elements, giving rise in this way to the largest interconnected
techno-social system ever. Social networking tools allow effective data and
opinion collection and real-time information sharing processes. The possi-
bility to access the digital fingerprints of individuals is opening tremendous
avenues for an unprecedented monitoring at a “microscopic level” of col-
lective phenomena involving human beings. We are thus moving very fast
towards a sort of tomography of our societies, with a key contribution of peo-
ple acting as data gathering “sensors” and with a level of fine-graining that
only five years ago would have been considered science fiction. All this has
deep implications for the understanding of the dynamics and evolution of our
complex societies as well as for our ability to start making predictions and
face the societal challenges of our era. Social Science disciplines, tradition-
ally depending on the recruitment of test subjects to perform experiments,
are for the first time experiencing the possibility to gather significant data
in a very effective and capillary way, opening in this way the season of a
computational social science [87].
In this context, the use of the Web for research purposes is changing the
way research activities are conducted and how data are generated and gath-
ered in many scientific fields. Despite the prediction, cast in 2009, that the
new social platforms appearing on the Web might have become a very inter-
esting laboratory for social sciences in general [87], Internet based research
still lies in its infancy and methodological and procedural obstacles have to
be faced in order to make it a reliable tool of investigation. Two paradigmatic
examples are Planet Hunters1 [59], a game in which participants can help in
identifying new extra-solar planets using NASA data of star brightness and
Galaxy Zoo2 [116], in which players are asked to classify astronomic objects
1http://www.planethunters.org
2http://www.galaxyzoo.org
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of galactic type, by browsing a catalogue of telescopic images. The above
mentioned projects have in common the involvement of individual volunteers
or networks of volunteers, many of whom may have non specific scientific
training, to perform or manage research related tasks in scientific projects.
In this sense these are two examples of citizen science [26, 66, 108], i.e., a
long-standing series of programs traditionally employing volunteer monitor-
ing for natural resource management.
Citizen science projects are becoming increasingly focused on scientific
research [47, 103, 114] and amazing results have already been obtained. For
example, the 3D structure of viral enzymes that challenged scientists for years
has been discovered thanks to the efforts of Foldit3 players [82], new candidate
planets identified by Planet Hunters’ participants managed to survive data
verification tests [59], and brand new astronomical objects were discovered
by Galaxy Zoo’s users [116]. These examples show how social computation
processes hold tremendous potential to solve a variety of problems in novel
and interesting ways, and how amateur players are able to solve research
problems, even faster than their professional researchers counterparts. Hu-
man ability to easily solve tasks that are difficult to solve by machines has
been largely exploited for instance in labelling images, through the collabo-
rative ESP Game [132], or in language automatic translators, through the
interactive learning platform Duolingo4. In these last two examples, the idea
of linking playful activities with learning processes has led to the paradigm of
Games With a Purpose (GWAP) [131], i.e. a way of engaging people in games
that can extract valuable information or work as a side effect of the game
or the learning dynamics. The playful rearranging of experiments, together
with their appealing graphic interfaces, has also proved to be a fundamental
ingredient for web-based experiments design, boosting user participation and
data reliability.
This idea of crowdsourcing, term coined in 2006 [75], is also at the heart
of on-line labour markets such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), where
a job is distributed by employers in small sub-tasks that on-line workers can
perform in return of proportionally small monetary payoffs. Interestingly,
despite its mercenary aspect, AMT has proven to be useful for scientific
purposes [43,94,105], by leveraging on its ease in recruiting a potentially large
3http://fold.it
4http://duolingo.com
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number of experimental subjects. This early experience with crowdsourced
experiments has led to the recognition that Web experiments, despite the
unavoidable partial control on the way participants are recruited and on the
context in which tasks are executed, can be successfully used to study human
collective behaviour and cognition and can provide elements of validation of
experimental practices in the Web [123].
The tenets of social computation are being increasingly exploited, but its
use in the scientific community still lacks systematization. The realization of
a single project often requires substantial effort and web-based experiments
are still far from being standard research tools. The lack of tools that can
greatly simplify and standardize the design of Web games and experiments
is a major bottleneck in the exploitation of such new research opportuni-
ties. For example, despite its versatility, AMT has not been conceived as
an experimental platform, lacking dedicated infrastructures for the design
of experiments, while offering some visual tools to develop simple interfaces.
Beside this, AMT also show other kind of problem, linked to the economic
motivation of the users. This argument will be specifically analyzed in the
following chapter. Since many web experiments in Social Science or in Eco-
nomics just consist in simple surveys, in recent years a lot of platform offer-
ing guided procedure to creation and hosting of web survey implementation
emerged, like Qualtrics5 or SurveyMonkey6. This instruments, developed ini-
tially for marketing web research and polls, have been successfully adopted
in several scientific experiments. More recently, new tools and library to help
build independent surveys website appeared, e.g. PyBossa7 and PlanOut8.
These remarkable initiative testify the need for systematization and new in-
struments, and represent powerful tools, but still the experimental approach
may be optimized in several ways.
Experimentalists are left with the task of designing their own software
solutions to manage interactions among participants and to build effective
interfaces. Moreover, individual solutions to such problems often remain
isolated with little or no cumulative growth of tools and ideas. Hence the need
of a versatile platform to implement web-based experiments with a very small
coding effort. This is the aim of XTribe9, a general purpose platform to carry
5http://www.qualtrics.com
6https://it.surveymonkey.com/
7http://pybossa.com/
8https://facebook.github.io/planout/
9Active and available at http://www.xtribe.eu
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on experiments in the form of web-games. The word “game” is here intended
as a real-time interaction protocol among few players implementing a specific
task, as well as a synonym of experiment on interactive behaviour, typically
leveraging the ludic motivation. By providing the scientific community with
a general purpose platform for social-computation and web-gaming, XTribe
gathers otherwise separate efforts to use Web resources for scientific purposes
and provides the community with a tool to design experiments on the Web,
from simple polls to very complex multiplayer games, bypassing much of the
“hard work”, e.g. hosting, user registry handling and user pairing/grouping,
communication protocols, exceptions handling, etc.
4.2 Anatomy of an abstract online experi-
ment
The GWAP applications and the all the others web experiments cited above
show a vast variety of features and a very heterogeneous set of targets. But
even these motley experiences have several elements in common, beside the
general idea of exploiting the force of the crowd. In order to introduce the
necessary steps to build a web experiment, in this section we shall analyze the
structural and technical components of a generic web experiment, from an
abstract point of view without going into detailed technicalities. As a guide
we shall consider here the structure of the ESP Game, the most famous
GWAP. In this game, two players are asked to tag the same image, trying
to match their tags. They will input as many tags as they want until one
tag is in common to both; then they move to the next image. Within a
time limit of 2.5 minutes, the players have to agree on as many images as
possible, to increase their score. The goal of the game from the experimenter
perspective is to obtain realistic valuable tags for online images, to be used
by search engines. We shall consider this game as a prototype that will make
the analysis of the typical game components more clear.
At one extreme of our abstract structure lies the developer, i.e. a re-
searcher willing to create a web experiment. At the other end lies the com-
munity, i.e. the ensemble of users who will play the game. Depending on the
experiment, this can be a wide community or a subset filtered by age, gender,
language, interests or even geographical location. In the case of ESP, those
are the players who tag images. Developer and users are just the two ends of
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a complex structure and in the following subsections we shall describe what
lies in the middle and permits the execution of the game.
4.2.1 The interface: interacting with the user
In web experiments there is a flow of information that, in most cases, starts
from the user, e.g. in response to a given question (“how will the other player
tag this picture?”, in the ESP Game case). Therefore, the application will
need a user interface allowing players to insert their answers. The interface
should be designed by researchers with the goal of optimizing users’ experi-
ence, ensuring an easy and enjoyable interaction. The user has to invest time
in paying attention to the application and the entertainment itself offered by
the interface can be a reward for the user interaction, and engagement may
work better than economic motivation. Moreover, a successful interface de-
sign will not only persuade the user to spend time on the application but will
also stimulate her to involve other people. A well designed interface should
also help her in voluntary recruiting acquaintances, e.g. by leveraging on so-
cial networks features, such as tweets about the results, Facebook sharing of
the results, etc. Even if the fanciness of the interface is crucial, the designer
has always to keep in mind the biases introduced by the interface. Each
kind of interaction introduces biases, even the simple fact that users are in-
teracting through a computer. As we said, the reliability of the information
gathered is a fundamental point. Thus, the impact of each bias introduced
has to be carefully considered in order to find a good compromise between
the reliability of results and the user experience. In the following chapter we
will see an example of how easy can be to introduce bias, and how to take
care of the consequences.
4.2.2 The server side logic and data storage
Once the information has been gathered by the interface, in order to give
feedback to users or results to the developer, it is very likely that some
elaborations will be needed. So the application will need a logic elaboration
part. In the ESP case, the logic component receives the tags from each of the
two players, compares them and when a match is found, feeds the interface
with a new image to be labeled. When the time is over, this component
computes a score and sends it to both players. While the interface runs on
the browser, i.e. on the user computer, the information processing should
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happen server side, in order to guarantee reliability and security (reducing
the risk of failures, cheating and hacking). Moreover, the game logic may
require complex computation involving data that the researcher cannot or
does not want to make available to the user browser. Beside this, there is
also a matter of control: the logic part has to be directly managed by the
developer, the other end of our scheme. Hence, it should run on a machine
under the developer control where all data generated by the experiment can
be properly stored for further research and analysis. The logic part will also
provide content for the application (e.g., pictures in the ESP Game). In
other words, the logic part will take care of filling the interface with input
and feedback, as well as of gathering results.
4.2.3 The rest: technical but necessary issues
The interface and the logic are the nearest neighbor of the user and of the
developer, respectively. These two parts are the core of the application, the
“unique” parts designed by researchers precisely on the project target. But
the application itself it is still far from being complete. There are at least
three missing fundamental parts:
1. a communication protocol between the two parts;
2. a user handling system;
3. an instance processing mechanism.
Communication
The communication between the interface and the logic is potentially very
difficult to implement. If we consider the simple case of a client initiating
the communication by sending a message to a server, the solution is quite
easy to carry out (e.g., with a HTTP request). But in case of more complex
communication structures, such as bidirectional asynchronous client-server
communication or, in multiplayer games, client-client communication, the
implementation can be quite a difficult task requiring more sophisticated
technologies (e.g., web-sockets).
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User handling
When dealing with users, a certain set of functionalities is likely to be useful
such as user registration handling and profile management. At a basic level,
it is a matter of security and reliability, because registration can provide a
first filters against bots. Beside this, many experiments require a certain
level of profiling of the users, to differentiate or group them depending on
the gender, age, language, etc. On the other side, users may enjoy to see the
result of their efforts, in the form of scores, ranks, etc. So they would prefer
their “player” identity to be recorded by the game. Obviously, linked to this,
there are also privacy issues: the developer has to guarantee to the user that
his personal data will not be disclosed.
Instances
Once the interface has been prepared, the logic is running, they are com-
municating and the user is registered (if required), an instance of the game
still has to be created, in order to allow the user to join the experiment. By
instance we mean the single execution of the experiment task involving one
or more users. This management is relatively easy for single player games,
but it becomes non-trivial in case of multiplayer games. A “waiting room”
has to be implemented, in order to make the users wait for others to join.
This system have also to implement security checks (e.g. a users should not
be able to play a two players game against himself).
These three parts have two things in common. They are needed (if not
all necessary they are at least all very useful) in almost every kind of web
experiment and are not particularly influenced by the specific experiment or
game. Hence, since this three parts are almost unrelated to the experiment,
they are the most technical and dull to implement. That is why a frame-
work or, even better, a platform that can take care of these functionalities
automatically would make it easier to create web experiments. This is where
the XTribe platform comes in, to provide the technical “middleware” (i.e.
Sec. 4.2.3) and allow the author of the game to focus on the game-specific
interface and logic (i.e. Sec. 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). But the aims of the XTribe
platform are not limited to these.
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4.3 XTribe platform in detail
The XTribe platform has been designed with a modular structure so that
most of the complexity associated to running an experiment is hidden into
a Main Server (called Experimental Tribe Server or ET Server for short).
In this way most of the coding difficulties related to the realization of a
dynamic web application are already taken care by the ET Server and the
realization of an experiment should be as easy as constructing a webpage with
the main utilities for it. There are different kinds of users of the platform:
the system administrator who runs the whole ET Server and provides all the
necessary API’s for it; the experimentalists who run individual experiments;
and the players who participate in one or more experiments or games. Each
experiment is conceived by the game developers/researchers who monitor
the evolution through their local machines. Games have two components:
the user interface (UI) and the logic - game manager (GM). The interface is
what is visible to players, and will interact with them. The GM is represented
by those functional parts that process the action of the players in order to
implement coordination and specific game logics. These two components
(the UI and GM) are the only things on which the researchers have to focus
their development efforts, since they are highly dependent on the game itself.
XTribe mediates the communication between the two and hosts the game
interface. The GM part of the game is hosted by the researchers on their
own server. In this way they can directly collect the data in real time and
have full control over the experiment progression. It is important to remark
that XTribe does not store the data coming from the hosted experiments.
All scientific data collected during an experiment can be conveniently stored
by the GM, so that only the researcher who developed and published the
experiment benefits of the outcome of his/her work. Beside this, gathering
data directly grants the opportunity to analyze them as soon as they enter
the system in real time, and even use them in other instances of the same
experiment.
The XTribe platform also offers the hosting and a guided coding-free
procedure for the creation and the publication of a page for the description of
the game rules and scientific purposes. The researcher can fill this page with
all the information to be provided to the users and from this page players can
access and play the game. Additionally, it handles player/user management
(registration, authentication and profiling) and manages the actual instances
of each experiment (creation, user grouping, error handling, feedback to users
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Figure 4.1: A graphical representation of the system and its interactions.
and managers, etc.). A graphical representation of the platform is depicted
in Figure 4.1.
4.3.1 User management and community
Since experiments are created for research purposes, the researchers are in-
terested in many types of statistics related to players. Beside this, they may
also be interested in filtering players for specific purposes, e.g. according to
their age, gender, language, geographical location, etc. To this aim, XTribe
handles a user registry in which players will be allowed to register, if re-
quired, and play while the system maintains all the information about them,
such as scores, ranks, game settings, leaderboards, etc. together with pro-
file information. If needed, this information can be sent to the GM, i.e. to
the experimentalist. Furthermore, based on this information, when properly
configured, the system will grant the access to the game only to certain pro-
files. Being in charge of the handling of the user registry, the system would
also spare the researcher from dealing with privacy and security issues since
all data will be properly anonymized and, possibly, encrypted. However, by
default, it is still possible for unregistered users to access the games. Filters
are applied only if set by the researcher.
4.3.2 Communication made easy
The communication between the UI and the GM is mediated by the ET
Server through a message based protocol. The general functionality of a
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game can be summarised with the following flow:
• Once the players have accessed the game, the system will create an
instance of the game. There may be given rules for the game to start.
A basic rule is the number of players. There may also be different
constraints, e.g., pair players with similar scores or players playing
from different geographical locations. As soon as there is a sufficient
number of players satisfying the grouping constraints, an instance of
the game starts.
• The interface will transmit the actions of the players to the GM, but
all messages will pass through the system, which will group them by
match instance number after having anonymized them.
• The GM will then receive the data, will elaborate them and will send
the results of the elaboration back to the system, which in turn will
transmit them to the UI of the various players. Obviously, the GM
will also save the data of interest locally (as it runs on the researcher’s
machine).
It is important to remark that the GM can send messages to the UI either
as a response of a message coming from a player (responding to that player,
to the others or broadcasting to all of them) or by initiating the connection
autonomously (e.g., after a given time). The platform will also handle errors
and exceptions. For instance, if one of the players disconnects unexpectedly,
the system will detect and notify it to the remaining players and will send
a message to the GM. Since there is no direct communication between GM
and interface, the GM will experience no trouble at all.
In Figure 4.2 we depicted the communication flow of a two player game:
a first player joins the experiment and waits for the second one to come.
When both players are there an instance is created and the player’s browsers
are instructed to load the game UI. When loading is completed the UI no-
tifies XTribe which in turn notifies the GM. Up to this point everything is
automatic. The GM will probably send custom data back to the players to
let the game start. During the game custom data are exchanged between UI
and GM, until the game is over and the instance is closed.
All these features, especially the user registry and the instance handling,
usually require a lot of coding, quantified in time and money, to be realized.
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Figure 4.2: The communication flow of a two-player game on XTribe.
Within XTribe, they can be realized with a straightforward procedure. Af-
ter the configuration, the system will automatically take care of all. What
researchers have to do is to write the code of the UI and of the GM only.
The UI has to be structured as a web page with plenty of freedom in
using HTML, CSS, Flash, etc., while the interaction between the interface
and the system has to be achieved by means of the ET Server API, which
are internally developed as Javascript functions. With this simple set of
functions the interface will interact with the platform and, through it, with
the GM. Basically, the GM has to work as a simple HTTP server hosted on
the researcher’s machine. The communication with the system takes place
through the HTTP protocol and all messages are coded in JSON format. The
GM receives the message as a POST string variable and sends back one or
more messages with a JSON string in the response body. Besides a restricted
set of system messages, the researcher is given full freedom to decide custom
messages for the internal game protocol.
4.3.3 Social network integration
Since the strength of online games comes from large participation, the XTribe
platform has been integrated with the most powerful online social network
application, Facebook. Through Facebook the recruiting of new users is eas-
ier, since the new platform can spread through the network faster. The
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integration consists of the possibility to view the XTribe interface within the
Facebook website and play games as Facebook games. Additionally, it pro-
vides seamless user registration, integrating the Facebook user information
with the XTribe user registry. Hence, players have a better user experience
connecting to XTribe without having to insert their information again, while
researchers can collect more demographic information about the players of
their games. Regular posts on user activity on the platform are published on
user walls, and in this way additional players can be attracted to the system.
Researchers wishing to build new games take advantage of this integration
without any additional effort from their side.
XTribe can be used in conjunction with the Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT) platform in order to exploit its ability to recruit users with a modest
monetary investment. AMT can be used to enhance participation and possi-
bly in the initial phase of an experiment, to provide the necessary pool of data
to begin with. The integration has been implemented by simply releasing an
AMT payment code at the end of every single match or experiment. This
strategy has been used in an experiment described in the following chapter.
4.3.4 Community knowledge cumulative growth
One of the potential benefits of joining an experimental platform it is the
community effect. XTribe offers a set of instruments to support the commu-
nity of researcher. In first place, a forum has been implemented, to allow
them to ask questions and share their practice with the others. More im-
portantly, those willing to develop experiments can freely access to the set
of web experiments codes shared by XTribe researcher. In fact, the plat-
form consent to share the experiment code with a single click on a revision
control web-platform, BitBucket10. Those features, recently introduced on
the platform, are expected to boost platform usage and cooperation between
researchers, by sharing of code and best experimental practice.
4.4 XTribe for developers
The XTribe platform already features several experiments mainly about lan-
guage, map perception, and opinion dynamics. We developed also a sandbox
10https://bitbucket.org
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XTribe platform http://www.xtribe.eu
Documentation http://doc.xtribe.eu
Test platform http://lab.xtribe.eu
Table 4.1: Important XTribe related URLs.
version of the platform available at http://lab.xtribe.eu, where experi-
ments can be tested during their development phase. All important XTribe
related URLs are summarised in Table 4.1.
In the following we will briefly describe how implementing a multiplayer
experiment on XTribe is a matter of hours, provided that the developers
have basic knowledge of HTML, Javascript, and any server side language.
We will use as a sample a well-known game in game theory, used in many
experiments [113], the Minority Game, described below.
Minority Game. The game requires three players, who are presented
with two choices (e.g., two numbers or two amounts of money). Each player
has to choose one of the two options. If all of them agree on a single choice
nobody wins and nothing happens. If only two players agree on their choice,
they lose while the other player wins the amount they chose. A working
version of the Minority Game can be played on http://lab.xtribe.eu.
In this very simple experiment a scientist may be interested in compar-
ing user choices when numbers are shown with or without a currency sign
or whether changing the ratio or the order of magnitude of the amounts re-
sults in behavioural shifts. Implementing this as a web game from scratch
would require a lot of effort in managing waiting rooms for users in order to
group them 3 by 3. Moreover, the players make their choices asynchronously.
This means that when the last player makes the choice the game terminates
and the server has to contact the other two players with the result: han-
dling server to client communication within standard HTML pages is not
easy and requires efforts in the implementation and even in the server side
configuration11. On XTribe the experimenter is left with the only duty of im-
plementing the HMTL interface and a server side script that, given a group
of three players (identified by the platform with a unique instance number),
chooses the two values to show, collects answers, and determines the winner
11Consider for example the fact that a user firewall may block communications on ports
other than 80. To bypass this, all communication (including websockets) has to be routed
through well known ports.
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(broadcasting the result to the players).
User Interface. The implementation starts with creating an HTML
page with two buttons, one for each choice. The developer then has to
include, in the page head, the script Client.js which makes ET Server API
available to the experiment. The game UI will be hosted on the XTribe
server where the API is. In order to use the ET Server API it is enough to
instantiate it:
c = new ETS.Client();
and then register a user defined callback function to receive messages:
c.receive(’manager’, myFun);
The UI can receive messages both from the manager or from the system
(especially useful to handle errors). Each message has a topic (a string
describing what the message is about) and a params field which can contain
arbitrary data about the message. In our game the manager will send to the
user two types of messages, one with the two choices at the beginning of the
game, and one with the result at the end of the game. Consider these to be
mgChoices and mgResult respectively.
A possible implementation of myFun would be:
function myFun(msg) {
switch(msg.topic) {
case ’mgChoices’:
play(msg.params[0], msg.params[1]);
break;
case ’mgResult’:
answer(msg.params);
break;
}
});
where play and answer are two user defined functions that change the HTML
page according to the received values: the first one will fill the two buttons
with the proper values chosen by the game manager, while the second one
will show a message to the users depending on whether they win or lose.
The last thing that should be implemented on the UI is sending a message
to the manager in response of a user interaction (i.e., button click). This can
be easily achieved with ET Server API as follows:
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c.send(’manager’, ’mgUChoice’, v);
where mgUChoice is the arbitrary topic that describe this kind of message
and v is a variable that refers to what the user chose.
Game Manager. The game manager runs on the experimenter server
and can be implemented in any programming language (we use PHP in this
example). It receives messages from XTribe as a POST variable exactly as a
common script receives strings from an HTML form. The variable name is
message and it is a JSON encoded structure:
$msg = json_decode($_POST[’message’]);
Looking at the sender (either system or client) and topic fields of the
message, the manager will be able to take proper actions. Other relevant
fields of the received message that have to be used are instanceId and
clientId. These are two numbers generated by XTribe that univocally
identify the instance this message refers to and the user who sent this message
(if applicable).
In our game, as soon as three players joined the experiment, XTribe
creates a new instance and notifies this to the manager with a message with
sender = system and topic = instance. This is the perfect moment to
generate the two values these three players will be playing with. These values
can be stored, in association with the provided instanceId in a database
table or in some persistent data structure (easier for GM written with Java,
NodeJS, Python). The players will be loading the HTML interface in the
mean time. As soon a each player is ready, this event is automatically notified
to XTribe and in turn to the manager. The manager can then send a first
message to the player, in our case a message with topic mgChoices with the
two values as params (e.g., as an array). To send a message back to XTribe
the manager simply writes it (as a JSON encoded string) in the body of the
response: it is as easy as returning plain text:
$resMsg = array(
’recipient’ => ’client’,
’topic’ => ’mgChoices’,
’clientId’ => $msg.clientId,
’instanceId’ => $msg.instanceId,
’params’ => array(v1, v2)
);
print(json_encode($resMsg));
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Each time the manager receives a message with topic mgUChoice it stores
the user choice updating the database or the persistent data structure. No
response is required for the first two players, but when the third one answers
the manager computes the winner and sends a broadcast mgResult message
back to all users plus an over message to the system to inform it that this
instance is over. Both messages can be sent together as an array.
$resMsg[0] = array(
’recipient’ => ’client’,
’topic’ => ’mgChoices’,
’broadcast’ => true,
’instanceId’ => $msg.instanceId,
’params’ => winner
);
$resMsg[1] = array(
’recipient’ => ’system’,
’topic’ => ’over’,
’instanceId’ => $msg.instanceId,
);
print(json_encode($resMsg));
Optionally, with the over message, the manager can provide a score for
each player that will be used for the game leaderboard automatically man-
aged by XTribe.
Deploy the game. Once the UI and GM are ready the experimenters
will simply create a new experiment on XTribe, providing basic information
such as game name, description, icon, screenshots, number of players, etc.
Then they will simply upload all the UI files on XTribe and provide a URL
to contact the GM running on their server. It is worth to note that, even if
the procedure can be non-trivial for people with basilar coding skills, with
the right development tools the whole code may be of more or less 100 lines.
100 lines to have a working web experiment without taking care of security
or privacy issues, users profiling and registration and instance creation.
4.5 XTribe so far, and over
XTribe is a general purpose platform that handles all the aspects of the
realization of web experiments that do not concern directly the game itself.
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In this way, it allows researchers to focus only on the core of the experiment,
leaving the rest to the system.
An important result of the XTribe project is to allow researchers working
in different fields, who lack computer science expertise, to create web-based
experiments and games with a easier and guided procedure. In order to
further facilitate this, the next step is to create a set of “default” GMs for
games corresponding to the most standard types of web experiment, such as
surveys or coordination games. For the time being, there is a default GM
available that broadcasts to all the players the messages received from each
one. The following step will be the realization of a set of graphical tools that
will make it possible to set up a web experiment without writing a single
line of code, e.g. a drag and drop-like system that allows the development of
interfaces and the creation of the relative logics.
As already stressed, the platform is expected to act as a reference point for
interested users, giving a fundamental boost in facing a typical issue related
to web experiments: the recruitment. It is often quite difficult to gather
a critical mass of “suitable” players, and this can be an easier task for an
organized and collective platform than for single games. A first step towards
facilitating recruitment was Facebook integration. In time, this process will
become easier for new games. Since they are hosted on the platform, and
shown on its main page, other players already involved in other games would
probably join, attracted by curiosity. We expect a community of players to
gather around XTribe playing different games and also giving researchers
feedback about their experiments. We also expect researchers to aggregate
into communities, sharing advices and best experimental practices with each
other.
The platform has proven its usefulness with several games already imple-
mented by different researchers. The already existing games refer to studies
in language and opinion dynamics, where the human component plays a cru-
cial role, and are designed as web based social experiments. They show the
versatility of the platform and its ability to host experiments on a diverse
range of topics, as words association games, citizen mapping, response of
individuals to traffic information, expressing political opinions. These are
prototype experiments where issues concerning different aspects related to
results reliability and to the recruitment ability of the platform, as well as of
single games, can be addressed. Besides their immediate scientific interest,
they are meant to open the way to the use of this online laboratory, also
involving other potentially interested research groups. In the next chapter
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we will report about some notable experimental experience derived from the
XTribe platform.
Chapter 5
An Overview of the main
XTribe Web-Experiments
In this chapter we will introduce some of the experimental experience we im-
plemented on the XTribe platform. For each, we will introduce the scientific
context and we will explain the experimental setup and the analysis of the
results. Beside the achievements of understanding in each framework, a por-
trait of the approach to the web as a lab will emerge, with its opportunities
and its threats. We will not focus (if not occasionally) on the advantages
resulting from the adoption of the XTribe platform, since they have been in-
troduced at a general level in the previous chapter. At a more specific level,
they consist mainly in coding simplification whose detailed explanation is far
beyond the purposes of this thesis. We will simply report that each of the
experiments showed here have been developed by 1-2 developer in few weeks.
Without XTribe, the implementation effort would have required at least a
doubled manpower for a period of months. Thus, the successful outcome of
these experiments with a quite small effort represents itself an encouraging
proof of the XTribe potential.
5.1 CityRace: measure of traffic-facing strate-
gies
A first test case using the XTribe platform is introduced through CityRace,
a web experiment for the analysis of driving behaviour in the presence of
traffic information. CityRace constitutes a virtual social laboratory, where
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different aspects of human behaviour in response to available traffic data
can be analysed. Although several tools for displaying traffic information
exist (e.g. Google Maps1, Autostrade per lItalia2, Waze3), their effect on
driver behaviour has not been at all analysed. Such a study may uncover
important aspects of how much information a user needs and in what context
the information is useful. We propose to use the GWAP approach for this,
and describe here the results obtained after the first test cases. The XTribe
platform has proven to be very effective through its flexibility which has
facilitated the implementation of the web game. Beside this, the CityRace
experience is meaningful also for methodological reasons. Two different com-
munities of users were involved. The first group was composed of participants
to a demonstrative event organized in a bookstore in Rome, together with
other players who joined the experiment on their own by surfing the web
or through Facebook. The second group was composed of workers recruited
from the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT)4 virtual labour market. These
two groups took part in the experiment with different goals. The first group
joined the experiment with entertaining purposes, while the second was pri-
marily interested in maximizing their monetary income. Despite their strong
bias towards profit, AMT users were previously proven to be sufficiently re-
liable for scientific purposes and to produce meaningful data connected to
simple experiments [105]. Our case is interesting because, in order to play
CityRace correctly, a significant cognitive effort is required, so that the ques-
tion of AMT user reliability for such demanding tasks is not yet assessed.
Although CityRace has been considered here as a test case for the XTribe
platform, it is connected to interesting questions. One such question is
whether displaying local traffic information changes user behaviour, and un-
der which conditions. Also, how much information is needed to trigger a
change in behaviour? In real life, how much information on the state of im-
mediate neighbourhood is required for the citizen to be able to optimize the
route? For this, the platform displays different amounts of traffic informa-
tion in each game, which will allow for an analysis in this direction to be
performed. This is useful both from the social science point of view and for
optimising future applications that offer visualisation of routing and traffic
information.
1http://maps.google.com
2http://www.autostrade.it
3https://www.waze.com
4https://www.mturk.com
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Furthermore, a virtual traffic dataset is generated, based on the routes
selected by users. This, analysed in comparison to the real data, can enable
identification of traffic features related to street network topology. Also, the
overall response to the real traffic displayed can be studied, showing whether
avoidance of traffic can create jams in other locations of the city.
5.1.1 CityRace Solo: a urban browsing game
CityRace5 as been developed within the XTribe framework, and aims to
analyse the effect of traffic information, and the extent of it, on the routes
players choose. For this, the Google Maps API has been used to display
different areas in a city. In the Solo version of CityRace the player is shown
two points, A and B, and has to choose a driving route between the two.
There is also a Duo version which allows two players to compete each other
in real time as a multiplayer game, however it is not within the aims of this
thesis.
In order to enable the study of the effect of traffic, the game consists of two
stages. In the first stage, the map is shown without any traffic information,
and users have to draw the route between A and B by selecting successive
points on the map (within an active green area with the side of about 600m).
Once the route is completed, the second phase begins. The player has to
draw a route again between the same two points, but with traffic information
displayed on the map, colour coded for each street segment (red - busy to
green - light traffic). The user can select the same route as in phase 1,
or change the strategy, as an effect of having traffic information available.
Fig. 5.1 shows the user interface of the game, with its different features.
Since we are also interested in how the amount of information affects
behaviour, traffic information can have different sizes (i.e. from a small to
a large square area around the current location of the player). The possible
widths of the traffic information area are: 400m, 900m and 1300m. Also, the
points A and B are generated randomly at different distances: approximately
550m, 800m, 1100m, to analyse whether the length of the route also affects
user behaviour.
At the end of the game, a score is computed for each phase. This takes
into account the driving distances and times, using the traffic information
available. Distance and time are compared with the best Google route, from
5http://www.xtribe.eu/node/41
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Figure 5.1: The two stages of the game interface.
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the Google Direction engine. A high score (over 100) indicates that the user
has overperformed Google. The final score of the game is the average over
the two phases.
The game can be played in four locations: Turin, Dublin, Rome and
London. For the first two, real traffic information has been obtained and
shown on the map, averaged for different times of the day. Traffic data for
Turin have been courteously prepared by the group of Prof. Rambaldi, at
the Physics Dept. of Bologna University. These data contain average speeds
recorded by GPS monitors on different street segments in Turin. Dublin
data have been obtained from the Dublin City Council, through the Science
Gallery Trinity College. These contain traffic counts and speed limits for dif-
ferent road segments in Dublin, which have been transformed into velocities
using linear interpolation. For the other two cities, we generated synthetic
datasets based on the Google Directions engine. Therefore, these do not
fully correspond to the real averaged traffic, however they do provide a good
indication of slower and faster roads (information which is included in the
Google Directions framework [133]).
5.1.2 Test cases and data gathering
The City Race game has been available online since May 2012, for any player
to join. To enhance participation, a special event organised for the entire
XTribe platform took place in June 2012, in Rome, Italy. Moreover, we have
used AMT to obtain additional data. While other users played the game
without any reward, AMT users have been remunerated with an amount
of money related to their score. Specifically, the incentives were as follows:
players received a base pay of 0.15 US$ irrespective of their final performance
provided that they would terminate the game session successfully, and collect
the AMT payment code; a bonus of 0.10 US$ was assigned for defeating the
Google Directions engine and a further bonus of 0.05 US$ was given for
improving the score in phase 2; moreover, a linearly growing bonus ranging
from zero to 0.15 US$ was added for scores from 70 up to 150 (for scores over
150, the bonus was 0.15 US$). In total, the reward could range from 0.15
US$ to a maximum of 0.45 US$, which is quite high if compared to AMT
standards.
As we will present below, there are some difference between the perfor-
mance of AMT and unpaid users. AMT users are performing the task as
work, hence in a more stressful environment, where completing it faster in
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general means earning more (although we have given very large bonuses for
good scores). Unpaid users performed the task just for pleasure, changing
the way they react to information. We could see these two classes of users as
two different types of drivers: those pressed by time and eager to get to the
destination fast, and those driving without additional stress sources, e.g. for
leisure activities. Additionally, the study gives insight in participation pat-
terns for different types of users, which is important from the citizen science
perspective.
5.1.3 Money vs Fun
The test cases presented above resulted in 1310 games played (as of June
the 26th 2013), out of which 708 by AMT and 602 by unpaid users. In the
following we will discuss the results obtained by these two groups.
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Figure 5.2: Cumulative fraction of routes compared for AMT and non AMT
users. Each point corresponds to the fraction of routes that have a score
larger than the values given by the horizontal axis. Note how non-AMT
users perform better than AMT users since the green curve lies always above
the red one. In particular, 25% of AMT users and 36% of non-AMT users
scored more than 100 points, which is the score of the Google Directions
engine.
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First, we are interested in the scores obtained by users, as these show
the overall level of performance. Fig. 5.2 shows the distribution of scores
(scores from phase 1 and phase 2 considered together) for the two groups
of users (AMT and unpaid). Specifically, each point shows the fraction of
routes drawn by users (vertical axis), which score more than a given value
(horizontal axis). This shows that in general most of the routes drawn by
players score under 100, meaning that they are not better than the route
indicated by the Google Directions engine. However, there are players who
do achieve better performance. Also, AMT users score less than other users,
indicating that their routes are less optimal. This might be on one side
due to individual characteristics of the players. AMT users are also playing
under different conditions, with more pressure for time, which may indicate
that drivers trying to get to a destination faster actually end up using a
suboptimal route, even when additional information is available [13].
The aforementioned performance may be influenced by several factors,
either user related (e.g. familiarity to the city, driving experience, location)
but also by the route itself. For instance, optimising a shorter route might
be easier, but at the same time finding a route better than Google Directions
depends on the number of possible alternatives, and these are fewer for short
routes. Hence Fig. 5.3 displays score distributions for the three different
route lengths available in the game. Here, the scores for phase 1 and 2
are analysed separately. The difference between AMT and non-AMT users
increases with the route size. This is due to the fact that for smaller routes
there are limited opportunities for route optimisation, hence making the two
groups more similar. There is a small improvement for both groups from the
first to the second phase (without and with information), indicating that the
presence of information, in general, is beneficial and helps to find a better
route. However, in general, the better route is still suboptimal. Improvement
is more visible for AMT users, but this might be only due to the fact that
it is easier to improve from a lower score. Additionally, the improvement
seems to decrease with the length of the route for AMT users, suggesting
that drivers under stress are less able to optimise longer routes.
5.1.4 The beginning of an experimental route
We introduced CityRace, a web experiment for route selection in a city.
This aims at analysing human behaviour in the presence of traffic data, and
study to which extent it affects player decisions, by using a citizen science
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Figure 5.3: Cumulative fraction of routes larger than a given value, compared
for AMT and non-AMT users on different route size, with and without infor-
mation. Again, each point represents the fraction of routes with score larger
than the given value on the horizontal axis.
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approach, i.e. involving participants through the web. Based on the ex-
perimental setting, we have divided the players into two groups, one without
time constraints (low stress) and the other with strong time constraints (high
pressure) to complete their task, typical behavior of task-paid workers. Re-
sults have shown that users under pressure (AMT users) obtain lower scores
in general, and seem to use traffic information less than the non-AMT users.
Differences between the two sets of users also indicate that paying for citizen
science projects might not give the same results as other incentives, especially
when the tasks to be accomplished bear a substantial cognitive effort. Paid
users will tend to maximize their revenue to the detriment of the experiment
quality. We can state that, when a significative cognitive effort is required,
investing in the entertaining and fun part may take to a better quality in
data gathering than paying directly the volunteers.
We stress that CityRace was intended here as a test case for the XTribe
platform to prove its ability to involve players coming from different settings
(unpaid and paid) and to test its response to massive user participation. In
particular, we are aware that many of the players never lived in the cities
proposed in the game so that their strategy was based on the visual map
only.
Hence, the CityRace game will remain active online and recruiting ac-
tivities will continue in order to gather more data and refine this analysis.
It will be interesting to see whether users respond better to traffic, which is
generally perceived as time consuming, so it has an immediate effect, or to
pollution, which may or not affect health in the long run. This, especially
considering that highly trafficked and highly polluted areas should in princi-
ple correspond. Furthermore, the behaviour in a context with social influence
should be analysed. A multiplayer version of the game is already available,
where players can be aware or not of the movements of their opponents. This
will allow for an analysis of imitation and peer pressure in choosing the best
path, as well as for a comparison to the single-player version.
5.2 LaPENSOcos´ı: a web experiment to un-
veil political opinion structure
The act of voting is the very core of the representative democracy but, despite
its importance, it is essentially an act of extreme synthesis. Almost all the
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occidental electoral systems allow the expression of a single positive vote
per elective assembly. Thus, the voter has to compress all his interpretation
of the political landscape in a single preference. In other words, the vote,
by its own nature, is a very constraining act and its synthetic outcome hide
almost all the information about the complex structure of the opinions about
political subjects in the elector mind.
The complex structure of political opinions is a portrait of the political
world as it is perceived by the citizen. Such a portrait is important not only
because, obviously, it is directly linked to the vote choice, but also by itself.
In fact, if we manage to measure and quantify this portrait, it may allow us
to study the ability (or inability) to perceive political subjects. We could
investigate the limits of this political perception ability, as it has already
been done with the other normal sensing ability (sight [71], hearing, etc).
This will lead to a deeper understanding of those situations in which our po-
litical opinions assignment strategy works worse or fail in describing reality.
Furthermore, a snapshot of the opinion structure can also be an interesting
inspiration in the understanding of the political opinions dynamics, a crucial
subjects in opinion dynamics [42] and not only. In the United States hun-
dreds of millions of dollars are yearly spent for presidential campaigns [37],
but the very mechanisms through which public opinion can be succesfully
shifted are largely ununderstood. Information from mass media and more
focused in time political campaigns strongly influence the debate, and often
in an impredictable way [34, 37]. More at the core of the question, people
perception of politics and political subjects follows laws that are largely to be
uncovered. Due to the practical as well as theoretical interest of understand-
ing political opinions dynamics, available data have been studied seeking for
universals [42] and experiments have been proposed aiming at highlighting
different mechanisms influencing voters opinions on candidates [126]. How-
ever, comprehensive and focused databases of political opinions are lacking.
In order to perform all the described studies, data about political opinions
are needed. This data cannot be the electoral results, precisely because, as we
said earlier, they hide exactly the information we need. To explore and mea-
sure more in-depth citizens’ opinions about political entities we have to think
about something different. Given the peculiar nature of the data, the most
natural way to get it seems to be a dedicated experiment in which measure
exactly people opinions about political subjects in the widest sense possible.
To do so, the experimental setup have to overcome all the constraints to
opinion expression typical of vote but also of traditional surveys. The im-
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plementation of an open ambient for opinion expression seems a typical task
for web application. Freedom of expression means flexibility of the interface,
and a web application can offer wider expression opportunity respect to a
traditional paper survey. Beside this, since we needed a ’photography’ of the
opinion, we had to perform a very fast gathering and, on equal resources,
timescale of web experiments have showed to be very short respect to tra-
ditional experiments. Thus, our choice for data gathering has been a web
experiment implemented on the XTribe platform.
5.2.1 The interface of the web experiment: laPENSO-
cosi.it
When approaching to the design of a web-experiment, the motivational as-
pects it is perhaps the most important. The quality and the quantity of
results gathered are strongly linked to the users motivation to join and per-
form the experiment. Thus, we choose to implement our web-application
exploiting the hot topic of political elections in Italy in the end of Febru-
ary 2013. The experiment we ran has been dubbed “laPENSOcosi´’’ (“I see
it this way”) 6 and it introduced a generalized notion of vote, intending to
override the limits imposed by its standard definition. As we said, the vote is
a synthesis process in which all information about voter portrait of political
reality are compressed in a single, discrete and positive preference. In our
design, those limits have been broken, enlarging the opportunity of expres-
sion to all political subjects (candidates, parties and coalitions). Beside this,
each single opinion could range continuously from −1 to 1. This extended
and innovative opportunity of expression is the very core of our experiment.
Then, the subject can change its opinion about every entity in every moment
and without number limits.
The application has been made available through the website www.lapensocosi.
it, where some general results are presented and people could join the ex-
periment. In the main interaction flow, the user had to express an opinion
through the interface reported in Fig. 5.4. In the left part we have the in-
terface before the interaction. There is a political subject to evaluate (in the
example reported there is one of the most famous italian politicians: Silvio
Berlusconi) with a scale where to put a continuous opinion by a single click.
The buttons in the bottom give the opportunity to report the user will to
6http://www.lapensocosi.it
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Figure 5.4: The core of the interaction flow: the evaluation scale. In the left
part, there is the interface before the interaction, with the subject and the
scale. In the right, the user can confirm or cancel the opinion just inserted.
abstain (“mi astengo” in italian, MA in the following) or that the subject is
unknown (“non lo conosco”, NLC). In the right part of Fig. 5.4 we report
the interface after the opinion expression, i.e. after the click on the scale. In
fact, the scale reports the opinion graphically with a pointer and the color,
varying between red (for negative opinions) and green (for positive opinions).
The bottom buttons now allow the user to confirm or to cancel the opinion.
When the user clicks on the confirm button then a new subject is presented,
asking again for the user opinion and so on.
In the default mode (named “ModalitaG´ioco”, Game Mode, GM in the
following), subjects were presented randomly from a pool composed by the
160 most famous italian politicians and parties. The main part of our data
has been gather in GM but other mode were available. In fact, user were
able to evaluate freely whoever they wanted, by searching the name of the
political entity (in Search Mode) or by browsing the lists of the candidates
(List Mode).
In order to make the experience more social, we implemented some social
sharing functionalities, allowing users to publish their opinion on Facebook
and Twitter, advertising the experiment. Furthermore, to improve the user
experience enjoyability, the request for opinions has been formulated in the
shape of a personality test: after each session of evaluation, depending on
some general statistics, the user received a ‘profile’ describing him/her (telling
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if the user is extremist rather than moderate, or optimist rather than pes-
simist). Also this content was ‘sharable’ on Facebook or Twitter: in this way
user participating helped us to spread word about our experiment. Beside
this, we also advertised the experiment through traditional media (newspa-
per, TV, radio) and information websites.
5.2.2 A matter of perception
We released our web-experiment on the XTribe portal in the middle of Jan-
uary 2013. At the early days of March 2013 (elections were on 24-25 Febru-
ary 2013) the experiment gathered in GM 81508 opinions expressed by 1727
users, on our pool of 160 political subjects.
One of the main results of the laPENSOcosi.it experiment is the mea-
surement of the opinion distribution itself. The raw distribution, calculated
including all data is reported in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Representation of the opinion distribution as an histogram for
the opinions with bin size equal to 0.04 in semi-log scale. Data are reported
also for all modes. The bar on the right represent the normalized occurrence
of ’Non lo conosco’ (subject unknown), NLC, and ’Mi astengo’ (abstention),
MA.
In the right part we can see the ratio of “Non lo conosco” and of “Mi
astengo”, which is roughly around the 10%. In the left part, distribution
for the opinion in general and for both game and list mode. They all show
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a similar shape, very peaked in the extremes (−1 and +1), especially the
negative ones. Secondary peaks are also clearly visible in the middle and in
±0.5.
Tics Effect: how the design may introduce bias
Secondary peaks corresponds to major tics in the scale visible in a previous
version of the experiment interface. Those peaks represent a clear bias intro-
duced by major tics, that we removed on the run. We repeated the analysis
in order to look at data before and after the removal. Results are reported
in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Left: the opinion histogram, calculated for opinions expressed on
the scale with the major tics. Data are reported also for both modes (40522
opinions from game mode, 510 from list mode). Right: the same opinion
histogram, calculated for opinions expressed on the scale without tics. Data
are reported also for both modes (39154 opinions from game mode, 2565 from
list mode). Again, for both graphs, bin size are equal to 0.04 and the scale
is semi-log.
In the left part we can see results obtained analyzing opinions expressed
before the major tics removal, while the right part is calculated with evalua-
tion recorded after the tics removal. It is quite clear how, for game mode, the
intermediate peaks at −0.5 and at +0.5 seem to disappear almost completely
while the peak at 0 persists, even if in a more smooth form. In List Mode
the situation is more unclear, since there are no clear peaks not even before
the tics removal. Anyway, for the greatest part of our data, there is a clear
difference that, in next analysis, have to be taken into the account. For the
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analysis presented in the following, we considered only data gathered with
the last version of the interface (39154 opinions, 1038 users).
Starting from the opinions dataset built with the contribution of the users,
we can draw a first portrait of the political world perception by measuring
the distribution of the opinions, reported in Fig. 5.7. In this graph, opinions
are considered without correlation with users or subjects. This portrait tells
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Figure 5.7: The distribution of the opinion calculated with data from GM
with the last version of the interface. In green and in red the exponentially-
shaped parts with relative fits (exponents are reported in the key).
us about the opinion “usage”, i.e. how much a given value in the opinion
range has been used, so it gives us many information about the perception
of the political world. It is reasonable to assume the distribution reported as
the distribution of the opinion of the single average user. In first place, it is
quite clear how negative values are used more often than positive ones: the
mean of −0.472. And this in unsurprising because it simply corresponds to
the general negative perception of politicians in Italy.
The shape of the distribution shows peaks at the extremes (value −1 and
+1) and in the middle (the zero value), which have been highlighted in gray
in Fig. 5.7. Extremes seem to attract a significative part of the opinions: that
is a consequence of the ‘good/evil’ distinction typical of the political context.
This happens because each party tends to execrate the adversaries and to
exalt itself, and obviously this take to a wider usage of extreme opinions.
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As secondary effects, we should also consider the graphic capacity to draw
attention of the extremes and the attractive effect of natural numbers. The
extremes, in terms of usage, are an area in which the user cannot distinguish
anymore between entities. Thus we shall focus, in our analysis, on what
happens in the middle. In fact, if we consider the parts between the peaks
(red for the negative range, green for the positive one), they seem to follow an
exponential law, decreasing when the opinion value is growing. To confirm
this, we fitted the distribute in these ranges with a function of the kind:
ρ(x) ∼ αe− xλ
Results are reported in Fig. 5.7. This exponential law, emerging in the
most interesting and undiscovered part of the opinion distribution, is a quite
unforeseen result. In fact, peaks at the extremes were somehow expected.
Even the decreasing of the opinion usage when the value is growing is not
so surprise: usually, each person appreciate few political subjects while all
the others are typically despised. For this reason a negatively asymmetric
distribution seems natural. But the exponential shape of this distribution
is telling us something of much more important and detailed about our per-
ception. Before exposing our interpretation of this exponential, let us report
some other results, aiming to proof the robustness and the importance of this
law.
Optimists and Pessimists
In order to study the stability of the opinion distribution in Fig. 5.7 we
calculated the distribution of the opinions for different part of the population.
The first distinction we made was between optimists (users with an high
average opinion) and pessimists (users with a low average opinion). We
divided the population in 4 parts according to users average opinion: the
quarter with the highest averages has been considered “very optimist”, the
quarter with the highest average above the remaining has been considered
“optimist”, and so on. Then we calculated the opinion distribution for the
4 subpopulation. The result is shown in Fig. 5.8. It appears clearly how
the whole structure seem the stay coherent while it seems that the only
thing changing is the coefficient exponential envelop. This highlights the
importance of the exponent law and seems also to point out that the exponent
can be considered a proxy to measure of the optimism.
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Figure 5.8: The opinions distributions for the four subset of the population,
created dividing users according to their average opinion.
Political points of view
We tested also the distribution stability against difference in the political
point of view of the considered population. At the 2013 political elections, the
Italian political forces scheme could be divided in four main political faction:
the center-right coalition (will be indicated as CDX); the center coalition
(CC); the center-left coalition (CSX); the Movimento a 5 Stelle party (M5S).
Since in this case there is no clear distinction we managed to define, for
each user, an aggregated opinion (agg. op. in the following) about each of
these poles. This opinions have been used to weight all other opinion while
recalculating the opinion distribution. In other words, the get the opinion
distribution of the CDX sympathizers we used the agg. op. about CDX of
each user to weight his/her opinions, so that, for example, if a user had a
CDX agg. op. = +1 then his/her opinions were considered normally while if
CDX agg. op. = −1 then his/her opinions were not considered at all. The
result of this calculus, i.e. the four poles weighted distributions are reported
in Fig. 5.9. It is clearly visible how all the distributions are fairly compatible.
This graph is a clear evidence that opinions distribution we measured and
showed in Fig. 5.7 is quite stable and meaningful. Again, in Fig. 5.9 we
can find the exponential shape (with some noise due to the reduction of the
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Figure 5.9: The opinions distributions weighted with the agg. op. about the
four fronts.
statistics, consequence of the weighting procedure). Furthermore, its also
telling that the opinions structure between different populations tends to
be similar even if the political point of view is different (or even opposite).
This seems to point out a universality for this kind of distribution that, at
this point, seems licit to be considered as an intrinsic feature of our political
subject perception ability.
5.2.3 The political opinion space and the rank space
Now we will provide the interpretation of the exponential law observed in
Fig. 5.7,5.8 and 5.9. In order to understand the implication of the exponen-
tials, let us try to reformulate our problem. To simplify, we will consider a
bounded space, an opinion space, in which usage distribution follows just an
exponential law. In the opinion space, each user can place political subjects
according to his perception. Our experiment asks for opinions between −1
and +1 but we can also translate these opinions in some sort of distances
perceived by the user. In this framework, entities near +1 can be considered
as perceived near the user while those entities near −1 can be considered far
from the user, according to his perception. We can thus say that users assign
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to each entity a coordinate in this perceptual space, that we will call xp(i), for
entity i. Without loss of generality, we can consider 0 and +1 as the bounds
of our perceptual space (0 corresponds to opinion +1 and 1 corresponds to
opinion −1). The exponential law we measured and represented in Fig. 5.7
represents, in this framework, the density of the political subject in the per-
ceptual space. We can then express theperceived density as an exponential
with the proper normalization in the following way:
ρp(xp) =
e
xp
λ
e
1
λ − 1 (5.1)
where λ is a characteristic parameter of the user (or of the community of
users considered). As we saw in Fig. 5.8, this parameter is probably linked
to the “optimism”. What we described so far is a matter of perception. The
situation is similar to what happens with our “normal” senses (sight, hearing,
touch, etc). For the five senses, we can measure their efficiency in mapping
reality by knowing how a certain stimulus (or a distribution of stimuli) is
translated in our perception (or in a distribution of perceptions) [30,134].
In the present case, we measured the perceived distribution, but what
about the stimuli distribution? We measured the perceived density distribu-
tion of a set of political entities, but how they were distributed originally?
And in what kind of space?
It is not just a matter of stimuli distribution. If the sensing process we are
considering is a sort of mapping, we first have to consider exactly what we are
mapping in the opinion space. From what kind of space the mapping starts?
The answer to this question can easily degenerate to metaphysics but instead
of speculating about an hyperuranion of politics we will try to stay inside
the theoretical framework we defined. So far we considered the evaluation
process as a sort of positioning of the entity in the opinion space. Positioning
may also be considered a second order process respect to a ranking process.
It sounds reasonable to assume that each user has his/her own personal rank
of the political subjects. In this rank, we can consider the first as the nearest
to the user, and the last as the farthest. While telling his opinion, the user
is basically translating a rank into a position. Thus, we can define a rank
space in which entity are placed, sorted by their rank. By definition of rank,
entities are simply distributed uniformly, in a discrete sense (one in each
rank position). Even if the rank space discrete by definition, to analyze the
mapping, we will consider it as a continuous space, in which xr(i) will refer
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to the rank position of the entity i. The bound of the rank will be 1 and the
number of entities Ne. As we said, we consider the density as a continuous
uniform density distribution defined as follows:
ρr(xr) =
1
Ne
(5.2)
5.2.4 Mapping and resolving power
Now that we have a definition for both the perceived and the, let’s say,
original distribution we can find the transformation by imposing that:
ρr(xr)dxr = ρp(xp)dxp (5.3)
This condition is equivalent to require that the transformation from xr to
xp is essentially a bijection, i.e. to each point xr there is one and only one
point xp corresponding. This assumption is quite reasonable for a perceptive
mapping. In Eq. 5.3, by substituting Eq. 5.1 and Eq. 5.2, we get:
1
Ne
dxr =
e
xp
λ
e
1
λ − 1dxp
dxr
dxp
= Ne
e
xp
λ
e
1
λ − 1 (5.4)
and by integrating we obtain:
xr =
λNe
e
1
λ − 1e
xp
λ (5.5)
xp = λ log
e
1
λ − 1
λNe
xr ∝ log xr (5.6)
Eq. 5.6 tells us how the rank space is transformed in the opinion space: ac-
cording to a logarithmic law. This law appears similar to others perception
mapping law, such that observed for spatial disposition for natural num-
bers [52, 101]. To investigate the efficiency of the mapping, let us consider
Eq. 5.4. If we substitute Eq. 5.6 we get:
dxp =
λ
xr
dxr (5.7)
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which describes how the perception becomes less efficient when xr is growing.
In other words, differences are perceived smaller and smaller as we go far
from the user. Hence is more difficult to distinguish among different but far
(from the user) entities. Eq. 5.7 and Eq. 5.6 strongly recall a well-known
law linking stimuli and perception: the Weber-Fechner law [134]. This law
has been observed in several situation involving physical perceptions, e.g.
for light brightness [71] or for noise intensity, but also in other context, e.g.
for numerical cognition [52,101] and recently in subjective perception on the
quality of a service [54, 112]. It is at the basis of the definition of a decibel,
i.e., of a logarithmic scale for our perception. The presence of a Weber-
Fechner-like law in political perception is, as far as we know, a completely
novel aspect. The emergence of this sort of “Political Myopia” can have a
profound impact on the way models of opinion dynamics are constructed. To
complete, let us calculate the resolving power. By considering dxr as a fixed
parameter, we can also find an expression for the opinion space, defining the
resolving power needed to notice a difference dxr as a function of xr.
RP (xr|dxr;λ;Ne) = 1
dxr
xr log
e
1
λ − 1
λNe
xr (5.8)
5.2.5 Outcomes of the laPENSOcos´ı experience
In this section we introduced a web experiment implemented on the XTribe
platform where we explicitly investigate users opinions on political entities
(parties, coalitions, individual candidates) of the Italian political scene be-
fore the political election of February 2013. As a main result, we showed, for
the first time to our knowledge, that political perception follows a Weber-
Fechner-like law. More in particular, when ranking political entities accord-
ing to the user expressed preference, the perceived distance of the user from
an entities scales as the logarithm of this rank. On the other hand, the ability
of distinguish between entities decrease with rank. Our analysis points out
where and how out political perception fails in describing reality: we may
speculate that, since we cannot distinguish very well in the region of despised
entities, we know the less who we like the less. So, perhaps, our dislike may
be driven by incomplete or wrong information.
Beside its intrinsic value, these results give us valuable insights about
how to design or improve political opinion dynamics models. An agent based
modeling, for example, seems a very natural prosecution of this line of re-
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search, together with the improvement and the generalization of the web-
experiments. In fact, so far our consideration are legitimate only for the
Italian political system. The data gathering has to be repeated in different
times in the same country and in different country, in order to confirm our
results and generalize our conclusion.
5.3 AirProbe: monitoring a locally informed
community opinion shift
In this final section we will present the AirProbe web-game experience, part
of the main case study concluding the EveryAware european project. The
case study involved citizens performing mobile air pollution monitoring us-
ing low cost sensing devices, combined with a web-based game to monitor
perceived levels of air pollution. Both were embedded in an international
competition to motivate participants. Here we will focus on the web-game
implementation and result, we will leave out from this discussion the part
of design, construction and calibration of the sensing devices and how they
have been used to measure pollution levels across the town. The main idea
was to use the web-game to observe the shift in the opinion about air pol-
lution caused by direct measurements performed with mobile air monitoring
devices.
5.3.1 The air we breathe
Air pollution has an important effect on our health, with an increasing num-
ber of studies showing higher risk of respiratory and cardiovascular diseases
for people exposed to higher pollution levels [85]. In this context, keep-
ing air pollution at bay has been a major priority for policy makers in the
past decades. A lot of efforts have been put into monitoring and control-
ling air pollution. Large scale monitoring networks routinely monitor target
pollutants. They allow for temporal trends in air pollution to be tracked.
Significant efforts have also been made to make information accessible to
the wider public. However, several papers indicate that official monitoring
networks do not have sufficient spatial coverage to provide detailed informa-
tion on personal exposure of people, as for some pollutants, this may vary
substantially among micro-environments [53, 80], i.e. in urban, traffic-prone
areas spatial variability is very high [109,110,118]. Several pollution sources
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have been addressed with success. However, persistent problems remain in
urban areas, where traffic and domestic heating are important sources [58].
Next to the technical solutions (e.g. electrical mobility), people’s personal
perceptions, behaviour and choices play a major role in addressing these
issues and facilitating change in a bottom-up manner.
Participatory sensing, involving citizens in environmental monitoring, can
have multiple potential benefits. Firstly, it can increase coverage of moni-
tored areas, both in time and space, due to the ability to distribute the
monitoring activities to multiple individuals [70]. Secondly, the act of moni-
toring pollution by citizens could facilitate learning and increase their aware-
ness of environmental issues [27]. A recent report on environmental citizen
science concludes that few studies on public participation in science and en-
vironmental education have rigorously assessed changes in attitudes towards
science and the environment, and environmental behaviors, and there appear
to be relatively few examples of participatory citizen science having a tangi-
ble impact on decision making, although the potential is often noted [117].
An important issue concerns the technological versus social aspect of such
projects. Most of the existing projects concentrate mainly on the technolog-
ical side of participatory air quality sensing, i.e. how to build the sensing
devices and map pollution. However, participant engagement, participatory
patterns, learning and awareness are equally important aspects. By collect-
ing subjective data as well, monitoring campaigns can enable not only air
quality data collection, but also analysis of volunteer behaviour, strategies
and a possible increase in awareness.
5.3.2 The AirProbe International Challenge
To address these issues, in the context of the EveryAware project, an in-
ternational case study was organized: the AirProbe International Challenge
(APIC) [22]. This was conducted in a period of 6 weeks at the end of 2013
simultaneously in four cities: Antwerp (Belgium), Kassel (Germany), Lon-
don (UK) and Turin (Italy). In this test case a web-based game, air quality
sensing devices and a competition-based incentive scheme were combined to
collect both objective air quality data and data on perceived air quality, to
analyse participation patterns and (changes in) perception and behaviour of
the participants. The test case was organised as a competition between the
cities, to enhance participation.
During this test case, volunteer participants were asked to get involved in
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two activity types. The first one consisted in using a sensing device (Sensor
Box), to measure air pollution (black carbon (BC) concentrations) in their
daily life, generating what we call objective data. The second activity was
playing a web game (AirProbe), where volunteers were asked to estimate the
pollution level in their cities, by placing flags (so called AirPins) on a map
and tagging them with estimated black carbon (BC) concentrations on a scale
from 0 to 10 µg/m3, resulting in subjective data on air pollution (perception).
Volunteers involved in the measuring activities were encouraged to play the
game and bring other players as well (create a team).
The two data types allow for an analysis of user behavior and perception
throughout the challenge. To enable this, the test case was composed of three
phases. In phase 1, only the online game was available, so we could obtain
an initial map of the perceived air pollution. In phase 2 the measurements
started in a predefined area in each of the cities (corresponding also to the
web game area), with the web game running in parallel. Phase 3 introduced
a change in the game, so that players could purchase information about the
real pollution in their cities in the form of sensor-box measurements averaged
over small areas (so called AirSquares). At the same time, measurements
were continued, this time without a restriction of the area to be mapped.
Incentives in the form of small prizes were given at the end of each phase to
best teams/players.
The data collected during the test case is used here to analyse participa-
tion patterns, in terms of activity and coverage, and any changes in percep-
tion. Our results indicate that better coverage is obtained when volunteers
are assigned a specific mapping area, compared to when they are asked to
select the time and location of their measurements. Additionally, when al-
lowed to measure freely, they seem to be attracted to places with higher
pollution levels. Furthermore, while at the beginning of the challenge the
general perception was that pollution was higher than in reality, perceptions
changed in time indicating increased knowledge of real pollution levels. The
amount of data collected in the test case, together with the first insights
we obtained from these, suggest that bottom-up participatory sensing ap-
proaches are effective in attracting participants with high levels of activity
and also in enhancing citizen awareness of real pollution levels. The test case
presented here has successfully involved 39 teams of volunteers in 4 european
locations, gathering 6,615,409 valid geolocalised data points during the chal-
lenge (the measuring device collects one data point per second). Information
on perception of pollution has been extracted from the online game. After
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the filtering procedure, the platform had 288 users in total, over six weeks.
Their activity resulted in 70,758 AirPins at the end of the test case, that we
will use to assess perceived pollution levels. As we said, the discussion of the
device part is beyond the scope of this thesis, we will focus in the following
on the web experiment.
5.3.3 The AirProbe Web-Game
In order to gather subjective opinions about the air pollution in the four cities
we decided to follow the game with a purpose approach and accomplish the
task using a web-game. We started designing the game taking inspiration
from the peculiar kind of data we wanted. Our specific aim was not only to
get a map of perceived air pollution but also to study how the perception
is affected by objective data. Also, we want an integrated way to show
these objective data. Specifically, we needed to monitor volunteer opinion
before, during and after exposition to objective pollution data, obtained by
the sensing device. This meant keeping the players engaged in the game for
the longest time possible, in order to monitor the opinion shift of each player.
Beside this, opinions about air pollution had to be geo-localised so the game
had to take place on the maps of the four cities. In particular, for each city
we defined a mapping area of approximately 3 km2. The mapping areas are
represented in Fig. 5.10.
Considering all this, the most suitable type of game appeared to be a
management simulation, like the famous FarmVille or Harvest Moon. In
this type of game the user has the task of managing a given territory. By
improving their management performances, the users increases their income
in the game. Thus they may access a wider set of features, for example
they can expand their territory or buy more objects, trying to get a further
improvement. The periodic rhythm of this vicious, or virtuous circle, is
marked (in FarmVille-like games) by the ripening time of the income: in
order to generate a revenue, each action is required at a given time, spanning
from few seconds to several hours. This mechanism is an incentive to return
to the game, in order to gather the results of ones effort.
The AirProbe web game is a simplified map management game. We
reported in Fig. 5.11 the interface of the game. Players are called to fulfil
their role of Air Guardians by annotating the map with AirPins: geo-localised
flags tagged with an estimated or perceived pollution level (Black Carbon
concentration in µg/m3, on a scale from 0 to 10). The game area of each city
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Figure 5.10: In green the game areas and in blue the measurements areas for
the four cities. The grid represents the tiles division for the web game. From
the top left to the bottom right: Antwerp, Kassel, London and Turin.
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Figure 5.11: Screenshots of the game interface, with indication of the main
entities and tools.
is divided into tiles as indicated in Fig. 5.10.
At the beginning of the game, users are asked to create a profile (by
choosing an avatar and a name) and to choose a city and a team. Teams were
linked to Air Ambassadors, and were an important part of the competition.
Then the volunteer starts from a given Tile of the map of the chosen city. The
user can interact by placing (or editing or removing) AirPins or by expanding
their territory by buying more Tiles. Each day the AirPins placed generate
a revenue based on the precision of the annotation. In order to collect the
revenue generated every day by each AirPin, the user has to access the game
daily, otherwise the revenue will be wasted. The revenue collected will be
added to the user balance, and can be used to buy more AirPins and more
Tiles. In order to improve motivation and fidelity, there are bonus for day-in-
a-row accesses and a large set of achievements. These achievements consist
of prizes at given milestones in the game story: a certain number of AirPins
or Tiles, precision in the annotation, and so on.
In phase 3 of the case study we made available information about objec-
tive measurements gathered with the sensor box during phase 2. We avoided
to give punctual information about measurements, otherwise it was likely
that users would simply copy the values. So we decided to release aggre-
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gated information by introducing a new map partition named AirSquares.
Each Tile contains 12 AirSquares, that can be purchased just like AirPins or
Tiles. Once users bought an AirSquare, they can see the average pollution
value in that area.
5.3.4 A change of perception
Let us now look at the perceived levels of pollution in the mapping area,
the AirPin values. In particular, to inspect awareness improvement and the
learning process, we are interested in the relation between these annotations
and the ‘true’ pollution values available in the web-game during phase 3 in
the form of AirSquares. Thus we define the APD (AirPin difference) as the
difference between the AirPin value (perception of the volunteer) and the
relative AirSquare value (real pollution level). In other words, the APD is
the amount of ‘error’ in the annotation intended as distance from the real
measurement. Figure 5.12 shows several distributions of the APD. In the left
part we have APD distributions in each phase for Turin, Kassel and London.
Antwerp did not reach the critical mass of data required for this analysis (the
amount of web game volunteers was very restricted).
In phase 1, when no volunteer had been exposed to real measurements,
we observe three different opinion structures in the three cities, representing
the initial perception of volunteers. A systematic overestimation of pollu-
tion is present, with peaks around ∼ 4µg/m3. This is likely to be caused
by a scale misunderstanding: players, which were not accustomed to the
BC concentration scale, ignored almost completely which values were to be
considered reasonable an thus used the middle of the scale (i.e. 5µg/m3) as
’normal’ value. This results in the overestimation observed since the average
measured BC concentration lies between 1 and 2 µg/m3.
In phase 2 things began to change. Some volunteers (so called Air Am-
bassadors) were given the sensor boxes to start performing measurements.
The web game players consisted of these volunteers plus a set of other players
recruited by them (so called Air Guardians). No data, except for the direct
feedback from the boxes (directly accessible only for Air Ambassadors), was
shown to the volunteers. Even so, a change is visible in the distribution of
APD reported in the left part of Figure 5.12. Volunteers saw that in gen-
eral BC concentrations are lower than what they believed, and responded by
changing the values of the AirPins or taking the information into account
when placing new ones. Since the change is quite significant, we also believe
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that those volunteers equipped with sensor boxes spread the information
about what they were measuring, so that all players changed their percep-
tion. This decrease in the pollution levels reported in the subjective data of
phase two is a first strong indication of learning during this phase. The right
side of Figure 5.12 shows APD distributions separately for AirAmbassadors
(performing measurements) and AirGuardians (who had no direct exposure
to measurements until phase 3). We analyzed just the Turin dataset because
in the other cities there was no clear distinction due to Ambassadors sharing
their sensor-boxes. The opinion shift in phase 2 is very strong for AirAm-
bassadors, but some change is also visible for AirGuardians, at least for part
of the AirPins. This indicates that there was interaction among players, so
that not only volunteers performing measurements, but some of their friends
also, changed their perceptions.
Phase 3 brought an important change in the web-game. AirSquares were
made available, so players could buy aggregated information (punctual in-
formation would have been easily copied) about the pollution detected with
sensor-boxes. There is a corresponding radical change in the opinion emerg-
ing clearly in the left part of Figure 5.12. In all cities, there is a peak around
zero in phase 3 in the APD distribution. This was in some way expected,
since we are giving strong hints about pollution levels by means of AirSquares
but there is something more happening. In London there is another bigger
peak and also in the other cities the distributions show an asymmetry, point-
ing out that people are not trusting completely the hints because in that case
the distribution would have been more similar to delta functions, narrow and
symmetric.
In order to describe this phenomenon we defined a stochastic transforma-
tion to reproduce the APD distribution for phase 3 starting from the APD
distribution of phase 1. This transformation should reproduce the effect of
the hints received by our volunteers on the initial distribution of their errors.
Based on the empiric observation, the transformation takes into account two
main effects: the possibility of complete trust in the hint, so that the opinion
is reset near the hint, and the possibility of incomplete trust, so that the
opinion is just shifted closer to the hint. The mathematical definition can be
found in the following.
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Figure 5.12: Web-game data: APD distributions. APD is the deviation
between the air quality level annotated (the AirPin value) and the aggregated
measurements from sensor-boxes (the AirSquare). The left part shows the
distributions of the deviations in each phase for Turin, Kassel and London.
An estimation of phase 3 distribution elaborated from phase 1 data with our
model is also showed. Right part shows Turin distributions in each phase for
AirAmbassadors (volunteers with sensor-box that played the web-game) and
AirGuardians (only web-game players).
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5.3.5 Opinion evolution model
Let us now look again at the APD histograms aggregated according to each
phase in four dedicated log-plot reported in Fig. 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Clockwise, from the top left: the APD histogram for the overall,
for Kassel, for Turin and for London in each phase of the challenge and
with an estimation of phase 3 data obtained from phase 1 data through the
transformation defined in Eq. 5.10.
If we look at phase 3 histograms two main features attract our attention:
a narrow peak in 0 and a deeply asymmetric structure. The first feature
was somehow expected since players are trusting the AS (AirSquare) values
shown in the AS, and they are annotating accordingly. Fortunately, the peak
at zero is not delta like, that would be expected if users were copying the AS
value. Rather players still have their opinion on the environment and keep
it despite the on field measurements. This may happen because they are
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really trying to follow the basic ideas of the game but also because copying
it is not the best strategy, since the AS value is aggregated, i.e. it is the
average of all sensor-box measures taken in the corresponding AS, while the
real measurements used for revenue calculation were punctual values which
could be substantially different. So the shape of the distribution around
zero seems to be caused by users learning the most likely air quality value
and trying to estimate fluctuations. But graphs in Fig. 5.13 show something
more. There is a clear asymmetry for phase 3 distributions, since the great
part of APD values fall in the positive range. This could be a consequence of
the fact that AS values were around 3 µg/m3 so there was a 30% probability
to underestimate that value and 70% to over estimate, but if we look at
the phase 1 distributions, this asymmetry effect seems better explained by a
sort of memory effect or inertia of players in changing their opinions. This
hypothesis seems realistic if we look at the London graph. The main peak
around 4µg/m3 is still present in phase 3, although it is shifted. In order to
measure this effects we defined a transformation that takes into the account
both features just discussed: the accumulation around 0 and the shift. Let us
consider a given set of opinions oi about a certain number of topics provided
by a certain number of subjects. At a given time those subjects are exposed to
values hi, which are perceived as hints of the true values. We are interested in
what happens to the difference between opinions and hints before and after
the exposition, to understand how this information will affect the opinion
structure. To this aim, we define the set of differences di between the opinions
and the relative hints and analyse the distribution of those difference before
and after the exposition. Obviously, the variation of the differences is only
due to the variation of the opinions. As we said, we want to reproduce
the phenomenon of the accumulation around the hints (i.e., daft ∼ 0) and
the shift of the general opinion, that we will try to describe as a sort of
rescaling (i.e., daft ∼ dbef/r where r will be the rescaling constant). Which
of the two phenomena will take place will be decided randomly: with a given
probability p0 the opinion will reset around 0, otherwise, with probability
1− p0, the opinion will just be rescaled. Finally, around this two attractors
we add a certain amount of noise. We decided for a Cauchy distribution
C(X) centered in 0 in one case and in dbef/r in the other, i.e.
C(x;µ, γ) =
1
piγ
(
1 +
(
x−µ
γ
)2) (5.9)
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where µ is the average (and the center of this symmetric distribution) and
γ represents a scale factor. It is worth to note that the variance of this
distribution is not defined, since the second momentum of the distribution
does not converge. This choice seems reasonable because tails seem to be
power law-like rather then gaussian-like, as the log plots in Fig. 5.13 show.
Let us define our transformation and its effect on the difference dbef between
the opinion and the hint before the exposure. According to the rules we
stated earlier, daft will be distributed according to this density function: 5.10
T (daft; dbef , p0, r, γ0, γr) =
{
C(daft; 0, γ0) with prob. p0
C(daft; dbef/r, γr) with prob. 1− p0
(5.10)
The transformation we just defined introduces four parameters:
• p0, which is the probability that the old opinion is reset around d = 0;
thus, with probability 1− p0, the opinion shows a certain inertia; this
resistance to change causes a shift toward the hint instead of a complete
reset;
• r, the rescale factor quantifying the shift of resilient opinions;
• γ0 and γr , the γ scale factors for the Cauchy distributions centered
respectively in 0 and in dbef/r introduced to add a realistic noise.
We used our data to infer the parameters of our model for Kassel, London,
Turin and for the complete set of data. If we apply the transformation to
phase 1 data, we get an estimation of phase 3 distances between opinions and
hints. Then, to evaluate how good is the estimation, we use a two sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sided test. This kind of test gives as result the
probability pval that the hypothesis that the two samples are drawn from the
same distribution cannot be rejected. Usually, a value below 5% means that
the hypothesis has to be rejected otherwise the hypothesis is likely to be true.
If the pval is around 10% the two samples come from two distribution which
are, in any case, very close. Above the 30% the samples can be considered
with a good degree of confidence as coming from the same distribution. We
explored the space of parameters with 10% steps and repeating the test 100
times to find the combinations with the highest pval for Kassel, London, Turin
and for the overall. These optimal combinations are reported in Table 5.1
with the relative results for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
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Table 5.1: Parameters combination with the highest pval resulting from the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test. Parameter space has been explored with 10% steps and each configuration
has been tested 100 times. The average pval is reported. Some peaks in the tails for
London compromised the test, causing as a result unsatisfying values for the parameters.
We reduced the range in the most meaningful area, which is (−1 : 4]). We found the best
parameters testing only this area, obtaining a remarkable result (pval = 27%). Then we
made again the test reintroducing neglected data, obtaining a pval = 9% which is still a
satisfactory result.
dataset p0 r γr γ0 < pval >
Kassel 0.336 1.62 0.381 0.0138 0.192
London 0.147 1.90 0.100 0.030 0.267 (0.087)
Turin 0.583 1.56 0.304 0.300 0.417
Overall 0.204 1.767 0.28 0.015 0.262
From the table it appears that the reset of the opinion around the hint
does not happen so often. In London, for example, it is almost a secondary
effect. In the best case, Turin, the reset seems to be there slightly more
than in half of the cases. We also reported in Fig. 5.13 an estimation of
the APDs for phase 3 obtained by applying the transformation 5.10 with
the optimal parameter combination to the data of phase 1. The similarity
between estimation and phase 3 real data is pretty clear.
5.3.6 Our path on the air
The AirProbe web game is a simplified map management game and thanks
to its design and to the recruitment activities of the EveryAware consortium
partners, a community of hundreds of volunteers players have been kept
engaged. Players fulfilled their role of Air Guardians by annotating the
map with so called AirPins : geo-localised flags tagged with an estimated or
perceived pollution level (black carbon concentration in µg/m3, on a scale
from 0 to 10).
Subjective data we gathered allowed for analysis of perceived pollution
levels and learning mechanisms. We observed, by analyzing differences be-
tween perceived and measured pollution levels, that users are able to re-
duce the ‘errors’ in the annotations, by learning the ‘true’ values. However
some inertia in changing the old opinion structure was also observed, since
asymmetric tails and old peak shifts are present. We also looked at differ-
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ences between AirAmbassadors (volunteers with sensor-boxes that played the
web-game) and AirGuardians (only web-game players). We can argue that
the personal experience of the Ambassadors produce a smoother transition
(which begins in phase 2), while the in game information produce radical
changes. But still both approaches shows the inertia we described earlier,
even if in different forms.
In general, we can conclude that all our evidence show that involving
volunteers in monitoring campaigns can result in large amounts of data col-
lected. These data show that participation can help learning, to create a
more accurate perception of air quality. Thanks to our case study, it has
been also possible to outline some of the mechanisms behind the resistance
of subjective opinions to objective results.
It is very likely that Eq. 5.10 is not the real transformation of the opinion
due to the subjects exposure to hints. We made strong assumptions and we
reduced our data set to focus on the interesting part. Also, we are analyzing
and modeling the phenomenon on a very narrow timescale (weeks) without
knowing almost anything about the others (for example, if we considered
months the dynamics could be potentially extremely different). Despite this
considerations, the results we showed seem to point out with sufficient relia-
bility that the main ingredients are there. The model we referred to helped
us to measure how our volunteers were influenced by the hints we gave them.
We may now affirm with a certain degree of confidence that even when peo-
ple do not trust completely the AS values, they still get influenced by them.
Another way to see this is that, even if people do not reset their opinions,
the space itself in which their opinions are arranged is deformed by the ex-
posure to hints. Obviously these considerations are justified if the subjects
consider the source of the hints as objective. In other cases, for example,
if volunteers are told that opinions come from other volunteers, completely
different dynamics are expected to come into play.
The AirProbe web-game is still available on the XTribe platform. In
the hot topic of the Smart Cities it can be a strategic experiment and will
probably be replicated soon (with some adjustments) in other urban context.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and perspective
In this thesis we accounted for the complex systems investigation methods
evolution from data mining to web-experiment and, finally, to an experimen-
tal web platform hosting several experiments. We traced a methodological
route amongst experimental experiences in the context of complex techno-
social systems. Each step of this path entail both scientific and methodolog-
ical achievements.
Our experience with the HBC dataset has been a typical example of data
mining research. It helped us, in first place, to state the legitimacy of the
approach. We took those “spilled” data and validated them against homol-
ogous data coming from classic experiments, finding that, with a reasonable
filtering, data could be used. Then we used them for novel analysis, rebuild-
ing the word association network and analyzing the duality of patterning in
language. Through this experience we provided evidence that not only the
approach, with the adoption of suitable procedure, can lead to novel findings
but also that this methodology opens brand new ways and scales of inter-
action with the subject of study, with a considerably minor cost in term of
both economic and human resources.
Then, in our following experience, we override the passive data mining.
We outlined how, in the context of the EveryAware european project, the
WideNoise web experiment allowed us to gather otherwise unachievable data
about noise pollution and its perception. (By the way, the very existence
and successful course of the EveryAware european project, and of a lot of
other similar publicly founded projects, is an indirect proof of the strategic
value of these researches which is becoming more and more important also in
public research fundings programs.) The WideNoise dataset would have been
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probably impossible to be obtained in other ways: a similar data gathering
campaign would require prohibitive efforts to reach the same spatial-temporal
scale and the same extensiveness. Thanks to this dataset, we could address
the central question of the EveryAware project, i.e. the measurement of
the environment awareness, more specifically referring to noise pollution, in
this case. We managed to quantify elusive entities awareness and opinions
and observe their dynamics in subject exposed to objective measurements.
We also studied the involvement, which is a crucial point in this kind of
experiment. The whole experience pointed out how the web experiment
methodology seems to be, if not the unique, the most suitable and convenient
way to address this kind of subject.
The following step was the introduction of the Experimental Tribe plat-
form. Once we have identified the web experiment as a powerful tool of
investigation, the natural evolution is the consolidation and the systematiza-
tion of this approach. The proposed platform aims exactly in that directions.
The main basic idea is to host a growing set of instruments useful to imple-
ment, in a simplified way, web experiments. The one part of this instruments
and services are already offered by the platform. Another part will soon be
released by researchers themselves, that will eventually sharing codes of their
finished experiments, for others to verify their results or to use that code as
a starting point for new experiments. This is made intrinsically easy because
the platform suggests some intuitive development choices (e.g., the division
of the interface from the game manager) that make sharing and reusing code
much more simple. In addition, the platform itself provides code sharing
tools. Researchers are also expected to form a community, sharing best ex-
perimental practice, beside codes. Players are expected to form a community
too, making recruiting easier for all researchers.
The platform has proven its usefulness with several games already imple-
mented by different researchers. The already existing games refer to studies
in language and opinion dynamics, where the human component plays a cru-
cial role, and are designed as web based social experiments. In the final part
of this thesis we presented some typical experiments already occurred on the
platform. We introduced CityRace, a web experiment to measure urban route
selection strategies. This aims at analyzing human behavior in the presence
of traffic data, and study to which extent it affects player decisions. We ob-
served what happens with different kind of motivation, namely money and
entertainment. Up to our observations, when a significative cognitive effort
is required, investing in the entertaining and fun part may take to a better
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quality in data gathering than paying directly the volunteers. We reported
also about the “laPENSOcos´ı” experiment, which introduced a generalized
notion of vote, intending to override the limits imposed by its standard defi-
nition. Through this experience we explicitly investigated opinions on politi-
cal entities (parties, coalitions, individual candidates) of the Italian political
scene before the political election of February 2013. The results pointed
out that apparently political perception follows a Weber-Fechner-like law,
meaning also that the people ability of distinguish between political entities
decrease with the appreciation rank. We also presented the AirProbe web-
experiment, performed as part of the final case study of the EveryAware
european project. Implemented as an international contest between four
cities (Antwerp, Kassel, London and Turin), the application gathered in a
ludic way opinions about the air quality and its evolution when players were
exposed to objective measurements. Analyzing this dataset, we managed to
study the learning abilities of players but, more importantly, we measured
also the resistance to opinion shift and we proposed a simple functional form
for the process. In particular, beside the formulas, we were able to state
that, when exposed to objective information, people may reset their opinion
to sticking to the information received or they can resist the change. Still,
even if they resist, their opinion is anyway subject to a slighter shift, meaning
that information perceived as objective seems to have non-trivial effects.
All these three experiments are surely non-exhaustive, and more data
will be needed to confirm (or falsify) derived findings, or to deepen the re-
search. And since they are web-experiment implemented on the XTribe web
platform, and their codes will be soon shared through the platform, reboot
them for new data gathering campaign will comport a minimum effort. Also
for a matter of reproducibility, systematization and standardization of web-
experiments seems a forced step in the scientific and methodological path
of the complex systems investigation methods. Thus the potential value of
a platform like the one proposed in this thesis is clear. It is also equally
clear that to unleash this potential is a very complex and multi-sided task.
The platform development requires not only attention to the scientific needs:
that is just the top of the pyramid. There are hardware solution to be find
and software choices to be done, all in a perspective of a platform which
have to endure years and have to be open and accessible for researchers and
developer with different cultural and coding background. And this can be
really difficult in a continuously evolving technologic background like ours.
Beside this, also proper communication strategies have to be designed and
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applied in order to gather and keep involved the researchers and the play-
ers community. Going viral it is not an easy task and the success is never
granted, not even with strong investments. And, since we are dealing with
citizens data, legal issues have to be faced as well. Privacy laws have to be
respected and this deeply influences the structure of the platform, and its
further developments design. The complexity of the task may sound over-
whelming. But also building the greatest experimental facility in history,
CERN Large Hadron Collider, required a lot of interdisciplinary efforts, and
a set of very heterogeneous expertise ranging from architecture, engineering
and science to legal, fund rising and project management. This titanic and
coordinated efforts, crowned with success, sure are an encouraging and inspi-
rational example. Also, an effort in refining our investigation techniques of
the complex systems, and in particular of techno-social systems, seems not
only important but necessary, in a certain perspective. There still so little
we know about dynamics of the involved processes but surely there is a huge
interest around them, not only in science. An easy example may be opinion
dynamics. Even if its functioning it is still largely not understood how it
works, there are several efforts with the aim of influencing it. In dictatorial
states attempts for opinion control are common practices. And in almost ev-
ery country of the world, influencing opinions about commercial products is
another manifestation of these influencing attempts. In both cases, influenc-
ing strategies are evolving to adapt to the new context, with unpredictable
outcome. It is clear that a better understanding of the opinion dynamic will
help keep people opinions safe from external malicious influences. In more
general terms, to reach a better comprehension of complex systems is a ur-
gent need in our societies, in order to face the several challenges mankind
is facing in its actual unprecedented condition. A huge amount of questions
lies still unanswered. Finding answers about real world is exactly the historic
mission of science. And making experiments is the main, if not the only, way
in which science advance.
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